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Abstract 

Distributed leadership in schools is formed and developed by the interactions that take 

place between the various informal and formal leaders in schools. Distributed leadership is 

effective when it is accepted by staff who are motivated to collaborate for the improvement of 

their school. School culture is important in this regard, as it sets the tone for attitudes, 

perspectives, dress code, and behaviour of leaders, staff, students and even community. In turn, 

distributed leadership can also affect the culture through the development and maintenance of 

norms, traditions, and myths. Thus, a reciprocal relationship between distributed leadership and 

school culture needs to be examined.  

The purpose of this project was to explore the perceptions of a school’s administrative 

and teaching staff regarding the extent at which leadership has been distributed, as well as the 

perceived relationship between distributed leadership and their school’s culture. A qualitative 

method was used, and was framed in a case-study format, consisting of seven in-depth, semi-

structured interviews with open-ended questions conducted with two administrators and five 

teachers in one elementary school in a faith-based publicly funded school board in Ontario.  

Findings from the administration and staff were analyzed according to the following 

themes: 1) organizational structures, 2) support and development, 3) collaboration, 4) 

motivation, 5) challenges, and 6) in/out groups. Data analysis revealed that administrative staff 

believed that for their model of distributed leadership to function, they were very dependent on 

whether or not the staff could be motivated to participate and volunteer the time and skills 

needed. Additionally, the administration seemed to rely more heavily on certain staff than others, 

creating a situation for in and out-groups at the school. Such in and out-groups at the school were 

found to have both positive and negative effects. With regard to the teachers, collaboration and 
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motivation were two themes that played the most important role in the implementation and 

continued development of distributed leadership at Weston Catholic Elementary School 

[pseudonym]. Additionally, the teachers noted that with distributed leadership there was a greater 

focus on teacher freedom and their strengths and skills when it came to volunteering or other 

assigned roles. Finally, the data analysis pointed to a positive and beneficial relationship between 

distributed leadership and the school’s culture. By creating the distributed leadership model, 

teachers were provided with a variety of leadership opportunities, which in time, seemed to 

blossom into more impactful and formalized leadership roles.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Distributed leadership was an emerging leadership framework that became increasingly 

popular in education. It was felt that distributed leadership was interconnected with 

organizational improvement and student achievement (Harris, 2014). The practice of leadership 

was defined as the product of the interactions between leaders, followers and the particular 

aspects of their situations (Spillane, 2006). There were three elements that tend to characterize 

distributed leadership. The first element was leadership practice, which was the central and 

anchoring concern. Secondly, this practice was generated by the interactions between the leaders 

and the followers and the situation at hand. Thirdly, the situation, whatever it may have been, 

both defines the practice of leadership and was defined by the leadership practice (Spillane, 

2006). Harris and Spillane (2008) outlined four primary advantages of using distributed 

leadership in schools:  

(i) It facilitates the creation of multiple leaders;  

(ii) it creates an emphasis on the value of the interactions between multiple leaders 

and followers working towards a common goal; 

(iii) leaders receive recognition for their contributions to the work whether or not there 

is a designated leader, and 

(iv) leaders are given more power to effect positive change within their organization. 

(p. 31) 

 In distributed leadership, leadership was spread across the members of the organization, 

rather than given specifically to a few, which means that for it to have worked effectively, 

distributed leadership had to be a living part of the school’s culture (Deal & Peterson, 2016). 
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Deal and Peterson (2016) suggested that school culture, in learning communities, was often 

characterized by certain features including: a collective sense of purpose, teachers who 

influenced key decisions, a concerted effort which linked instruction to purpose and a sense of 

shared responsibility towards student learning. Deal and Peterson (2016) argued that culture 

played an important role in guiding school leaders who needed to “understand their school’s 

unwritten rules, traditions, and expectations” (p. 7) in order to be effective. Additionally, 

effective leadership succeeded if delegated across staff members, rather than concentrated in the 

hands of a few (Deal & Peterson, 2016). Distributed leadership as Deal and Peterson (2016) 

envisioned it, must be part of the school culture, rather than just a structural tool.  

Research Purpose 

The purpose of this project was to explore the perceptions of a school’s administrative 

and teaching staff regarding the extent to which leadership had been distributed, as well as the 

perceived relationship between distributed leadership and their school’s culture. This study was 

guided by the following research questions: 

1. In what ways has leadership been distributed in the schools as perceived by the school 

administration? 

2. In what ways has leadership been distributed in the school as perceived by the 

teaching staff?  

3. According to the administrative and teaching staff, what is the perceived relationship 

between distributed leadership and the school’s culture? 

Rationale 

Various occurrences of distributed leadership have been identified in the literature, some 

more common than others, and it was important to not only recognize these occurrences, but also 
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to focus on learning which of these forms had the most positive effect on an organization (Harris, 

2014). Distributed leadership is “primarily concerned with the co-performance of leadership and 

the reciprocal interdependencies that shape that leadership practice” (Harris, 2014, p. 54). 

Whereas school culture, as Deal and Peterson (2016) have referred to it, “…provides a more 

accurate and intuitively appealing way to help school leaders better understand their school’s 

unwritten rules and traditions, customs, and expectations” (p. 7). Leadership and culture have 

been interconnected in many ways. Leaders would keep culture intact and on track, but they 

would also get a lot of help from people whose work titles belie their real duties. Conceivably, 

distributed leadership would have the potential to do more in schools than just modernize 

traditional forms of leadership and create more productive and inclusive leadership structures. 

By having to emphasize collaboration and increasing motivation, staff would begin to see 

distributed leadership as a valuable tool in their daily routines and classroom instruction. 

Additionally, with distributed leadership focused on leadership practice, staff would also have 

seen it as an excellent resource in which improvements could be readily made. This could also 

have had an effect on the overall culture of the school because of its relationship to the quality of 

learning, the students behaviour and the school’s traditions and attitudes.  Therefore, it was 

necessary to explore different forms of distributed leadership in the school, and to investigate the 

relationship they may have had with the school’s culture. Having examined the culture of one 

school in which a form of distributed leadership was being used, one might have understood the 

reciprocal relationships it had on the organization and how leaders and school members managed 

to retain or adapt their culture during this time. Furthermore, a qualitative approach to such 

examination allows the researcher to enter and observe the organizational world, providing 
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interpretive and material practices to have viewed and gained a better understanding of this 

world (Creswell, 2013).  

Autobiographical Signature 

Since secondary school, I have always had the dream of becoming an educator, and since 

there were many teachers and principals in my family, influential figures were never too far 

away in life. It was not, however, until I began working in Ontario Parks that I began to look at 

the world through the lens of leadership and politics. When I became a provincial park warden, I 

began to look at certain situations differently, specifically I became interested in leadership. 

Later, as I was completing my Bachelor of Education program, I became even more interested in 

the complexities of leadership in organizations, and especially leadership in schools. This is 

where my fascination with leadership exists, how can so many people come together to create a 

healthy and positive culture that encourages staff to want to work together, and students to 

engage in their learning. I believe it to be very difficult, but not impossible, which is why I have 

decided to focus on a form of leadership called distributed leadership and wish to find more 

about its effect on the culture of a school. This leads me to my second area of interest; school 

culture. Along with leadership and its intricacies, I have also been interested in the culture of a 

place – the idea of some hidden force within an organization that has the power to influence 

those within it to be something or behave in a certain way. Culture can really have an effect on 

the personality of an individual, how culture works and is developed and maintained within a 

school is crucial, especially if the school is undergoing a change of leadership models. I still have 

plenty to learn about teaching, student learning, even leadership, but I am excited to dip my toe 

into research to provide readers with a practical and informative piece on distributed leadership, 

and its relationship with the culture of a school.  
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Definitions of Terms 

Leadership 

 For the purposes of this study, leadership was defined as “a process whereby an 

individual influences another group of individuals to achieve a common goal” (Northouse, 2016, 

p. 6).  

Distributed Leadership 

 Distributed leadership in this study was defined as a leadership style that had been 

“primarily concerned with the co-performance of leadership and the reciprocal 

interdependencies that shape that leadership practice” (Harris, 2014, p. 54).  

Shared Leadership 

 Shared leadership is defined as “a dynamic, interactive influence process among 

individuals in groups for which the objective is to lead one another to the achievement of group 

or organizational goals or both” (Gil et al., 2011, p. 42).  

Organization 

 Hall and Tolbert (2005) defined organization as: 

 a collectivity with a relatively identifiable boundary, a normative order (rules), ranks of 

authority (hierarchy), communications system, and membership coordinating systems 

(procedures); this collectivity exists on a relatively continuous basis, in environments and 

engages in activities that are usually related to a set of goals; the activities have outcomes 

for organizational members, for the organization itself, and for society. (p. 5). 

Organizational Culture 

 Schein (2017) defined the culture of a group [organizational culture] as “the accumulated 

shared learning of that group as it solves its problems of external adaptation and internal 
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integration; which has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to 

new members as the correct way to perceive, think, feel, and behave in relation to those 

problems” (p. 6). Schein (2017) also stated that: “this accumulated learning is a pattern or system 

of beliefs, values, and behavioral norms that come to be taken for granted as basic assumptions 

and eventually drop out of awareness” (p. 6). 

School Culture 

 School culture, as Deal and Peterson (2016) defined it, was the “school’s unwritten rules 

and traditions, customs, and expectations” (p. 7). Deal and Peterson (2016) added: “the unofficial 

patterns seem to permeate everything: the way people act, how they dress, what they talk about 

or consider taboo, whether they seek out colleagues or isolate themselves, whether they work 

together, and how teachers feel about their work and their students” (p. 7). 

School Leader 

 Definitions of a school leader vary. Deal and Peterson (1998) explained that [in the 

context of school culture], “school leaders from every level are key to shaping school culture. 

Principals communicate their core values in their everyday work. Teachers reinforce their values 

in their actions and words. Parents bolster spirit when they visit the school, participate in 

governance, and celebrate success. In the strongest schools, leadership comes from many 

different sources” (p. 3). For this study, Huber’s (2010) definition of a school leader is used for 

“principal, head teacher, administrator, rector, or other terms describing the person in charge of 

an individual school” (p. 752). 

Overview of the Study 

This project consists of five chapters. Chapter One contains the rationale, purpose, 

autobiographical signature, definitions of terms, and an overview of the study. Chapter Two is a 
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review of the literature on the key concepts for this study: distributed leadership, shared 

leadership and school culture. Chapter Three details the rationale for a qualitative study, the case 

study methodology, and the data collection and analysis procedures. Chapter Four presents data 

findings from qualitative interviews. Lastly, chapter Five offers a summary of the study, 

discussion of the findings in relation to the extant literature, implications, and my final thoughts.  
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Chapter Two 

Review of the Literature 

The model of leadership that is the centerpiece of this study, distributed leadership, 

focuses on the interactions of those in the group, rather than their actions (Harris, 2014). 

Distributed leadership’s primary focus is on the effect its application can have on teaching, and 

the instructional improvement possible in regard to achievement (Harris, 2014; Heck & 

Hallinger, 2010; Spillane, 2006). The practice of leadership is then amplified and linked to other 

organizational structures [culture] that enables staff to communicate and generate ideas that in 

turn help to motivate others, and grow the organization (Spillane, Halverson, & Diamond, 2004). 

In this chapter the model of distributed leadership is reviewed, including its characteristics, 

limitations, and why some may be motivated to use it. Next to be reviewed is shared leadership, 

another model of leadership from the same collegial family that distributed leadership comes 

from. In the review of shared leadership, its similarities and differences to distributed leadership 

will be put under the microscope due to it often becoming confused with the latter model. 

Finally, a discussion on school culture is provided to explore the connections between distributed 

leadership and culture of a school. 

Why Distributed Leadership? 

The question to ask going forward is; why choose distributed leadership? There are other 

models of team-based leadership that are proving to be popular, even Spillane (2006) said to 

avoid confusing distributed leadership with that of shared leadership because often people tend 

to confuse the two. Whereas distributed leadership focuses on leadership practice, Fletcher and 

Kaufer (2003) delve deeper into the interactions and group dynamic between members. Team-

based leadership has proven to be a more advantageous family of leadership models and methods 
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for today’s organizations. Northouse (2016) stated: “the team-based structure is an important 

way for organizations to remain competitive by responding quickly and adapting to constant, 

rapid changes.” (p. 364). Distributed leadership was one of these leadership models that worked 

to help organizations adapt and become more competitive.  

As Harris (2014) explained, in the education world nostalgia was the fuel for the delay in 

progress, and old customs and traditions were used to justify practices that no longer fit in 

today’s world.  

I chose distributed leadership because its purpose was to get staff involved in leadership 

practice, including aspects of the situation, and their interactions with each other addressing it. In 

other words, distributed leadership once implemented, created an environment for staff to 

interact with and learn from one another, as well as work towards achieving the goals they would 

have set. I believe distributed leadership has plenty of potential in schools, which is why I have 

chosen to examine it further and its relationship to school culture. 

What is Distributed Leadership? 

Multiple authors have reflected on what constitutes distributed leadership, yet there 

doesn't seem to be any uniform definition or conceptualization. For example, for Timperley 

(2005), distributed leadership was difficult to appropriately define in a formal sense as it meant 

different things to different people. Still she felt a consensus had been reached that distributed 

leadership is not a list of tasks being distributed amongst other staff; rather the term implies that 

leaders and staff members come together and collaborate towards a goal or goals. Similarly, 

Harris (2009) was unable to formally define a model of distributed leadership, mostly because it 

was a relatively recent and as-yet relatively unexamined theory with both opponents and 

adherents. In his examination of effective school leadership theories, Lynch (2012) reached a 
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similar conclusion. Building on authors like Timperley, he found that the idea of distributing 

leadership across staff and situations had started to become something of a new framework for 

understanding school set-up and improvements, at least when contrasted with theories 

advocating the dependency on exceptional leaders being needed to transform schools.   

Distributed leadership is viewed as a model that administration can use to promote and 

foster conditions that make schooling and other interactions successful, rather than focus only on 

school structures and programs necessary for academic success (Lynch, 2012). Harris (2014) 

also noted that “distributed leadership involves both the vertical and lateral dimensions of 

leadership practice. It encompasses both formal and informal forms of leadership practice within 

its framing, analysis and interpretation” (pp. 53-54).  

Characteristics of Distributed Leadership 

As distributed leadership has yet to be formally defined, a window of opportunity exists 

for research surrounding the topic, as well as a large variety of parameters or characteristics that 

describe it. Three elements are used to characterize distributed leadership: a) practice is central; 

b) practice is generated by the interactions between staff and the situation at hand; and, c) the 

situation, whatever it may be, both defines practice and is defined by practice (Spillane, 2006).   

The first characteristic, practice is central, sets the foundation and tone of the 

organization. This step calls for the elimination of the ‘hero-leader’ because, while the principal 

might play a big role in organization and motivation, distributed leadership begins with 

acknowledging that staff are not servants told to complete a task, but rather a group of 

individuals with different ideas and skills coming together to achieve a common goal (Spillane, 

2006). As far as practice goes, it is simple to understand what needs to be done, or what the 

literature says should be done, but the ‘how’ is crucial to accomplishing the task at hand.  
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According to Spillane (2006), when it comes to practice, “the ‘what’ is necessary, but not 

sufficient to capture leadership practice” (p. 7). While practice is often seen as being simply 

about individuals’ skills and knowledge, it extends to the tools at a persons’ disposal, how they 

use the tools, and how the group employs them within the school. In a school, if a leader wishes 

to use a distributed leadership model, then the practice will revolve around the group’s collective 

knowledge, skill set, and the tools each group member can bring to the table.   

The second characteristic focuses on practice generated by interactions between staff and 

the situation. This facet provides an opportunity for the principal and other leaders to work 

collaboratively and provide opportunities for one another by creating goals and other tasks to 

achieve together. While the principal can often have the uncomfortable job of monitoring other 

staff and students, leadership practice is improved when the staff can acknowledge that 

monitoring is a leadership necessity to safeguard the school without them being overly 

concerned about the principal’s evaluation role.  

The last characteristic, the situation, whatever that may be, both defines practice and is 

defined by practice. It has two important aspects: tools and routines. Spillane (2006) defined 

tools as mediators between how people develop practice, molding how and influencing how 

leaders and followers interact with each other. Some examples provided were assessment data, 

observations of teacher evaluations, lesson plans and any schoolwork provided by a student. 

Routines are defined by Spillane (2006) as recognizable patterns that are often repeated day-in 

and day-out. In the context of schools and school leadership, these routines often involve more 

than two individuals developing or implementing these actions into a routine. Tools act as a 

mediator and shape how people practice and interact with each other, while routines provide the 

structure and steps that allow for tools to be used and for the practice to develop (Spillane, 2006). 
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In the context of the situation, staff members have the equipment and strategies to deal with what 

is in front of them. Their success is defined by the course of events and the accompanying tools 

and routines. 

Advantages to Distributed Leadership 

 Distributed leadership is a framework, that facilitates active examination of any given 

situation within an organization, so that a team can come together to take the necessary steps to 

act on the situation. There are several components to distributed leadership. According to Harris 

and Spillane (2008), involvement of multiple leaders is a factor in a distributed leadership 

perspective. Harris and Spillane (2008) also focused on the interactions between informal and 

formal leaders, as well as the leadership practice that take place, regardless of who may have 

been placed in charge as the leader. Also, the contribution of all those involved, informal or 

formal leaders, is considered important regardless of their title in a distributed leadership 

framework (Harris & Spillane, 2008). There are practical examples of the use of distributed 

leadership. Schools that are designated as ‘in-danger’ and are in the process of failing their 

community, staff, and students, may particularly benefit from a distributed leadership model, as 

demonstrated through improved student reading and math skills (Harris, 2009). An example of 

this is the scenario of the Adam’s School literacy program in Spillane (2006). The better 

performance may be attributed to strong leadership and satisfied staff (Wallace Foundation, 

2012). 

 The distributed leadership model, formally designated or not, provides a school with a 

whole host of opportunities for staff to take on leadership roles and build their leadership 

capabilities and other related skills, and for administrators to create more opportunities to 

monitor, guide, and provide staff members with constructive feedback as they learn (Leithwood, 
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Mascall, Strauss, Sacks, Nadeem, & Yashkina, 2007). As well, distributed leadership, is 

symbolic of the important, determined, and strategic efforts underway to reorganize schools for 

improvement (Leithwood et al., 2007).   

A key element and advantage of distributed leadership is its focus on interactions and 

situations. The emphasis is not on structure or organization entirely, but rather on the interaction 

and collaboration between staff who have taken on certain leadership responsibilities (Spillane & 

Diamond, 2007). According to Spillane and Diamond (2007), school leadership, through 

organizational development, is defined by its purpose in identification of needs, acquisition of 

materials, allocation of resources, coordination of staff, and the use of a variety of other supports. 

By distributing leadership, these tasks can be accomplished more quickly and more 

collaboratively to enhance teaching and learning environments. 

Limitations to Distributed Leadership 

There are four major limitations to the effectiveness of distributed leadership evident 

from the literature. First, there is confusion regarding the terms and definitions between it and 

shared leadership, due to many of these being used interchangeably in research and practice, 

which can lead to difficulties (Harris & Spillane, 2008). Some leaders speak of distributed or 

devolved leadership, while others link distributed leadership to social theories with regard to 

effective teamwork (Harris & Spillane, 2008). As a consequence, there is an overlap in how 

distributed leadership is defined when there are other concepts involved, such as shared and 

participative leadership, for example, that provide the opportunity to make distributed leadership 

an umbrella term, when in fact there are differences (Harris & Spillane, 2008). 

Second, there are discrepancies between research theory and actual practice. For 

example, at a theoretical level, distributed leadership is best described as leadership practice that 
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is distributed to other leaders, followers, and the situation at hand, whereas, at the practical level, 

the issue is not so much what distributed leadership is, but how it can be implemented and the 

potential from doing so (Harris & Spillane, 2008). These discrepancies can detract from the 

concept of distributed leadership that it serves as a function whose purpose is to gather staff and 

guide them towards potential change at the instructional level (Harris & Spillane, 2008).  

Third, is a dark side to leadership that includes leaders and followers who harbor 

destructive and passive abilities, among other personality traits that would cause harm to the 

efforts of others, or the organization itself (Harris, 2014). As Harris (2014) explained, distributed 

leadership is an easy target for those leaders who wish to exploit others in their group to do more 

work or gain greater control.  

Finally, distributed leadership requires a paradigm shift on the part of school staff from 

the idea of the heroic leader to more of a team approach. Members of an organization may still 

persist in the view that leadership is a quality of a person’s personality, abilities, and other traits 

and styles (Spillane & Diamond, 2007). A persistent issue with both distributed leadership and 

the heroic-leader leadership model is, upon installation, who distributes what (Storey, 2004). 

Spillane (2006) explained that in a school, it is expected that the principal be responsible for 

setting the tone for which distributed leadership can be implemented. There is also the issue of 

relationships within the school, for example, staff members designated as leaders coming into 

conflict with colleagues and other leaders (Storey, 2004). According to Storey (2004), there were 

two phases to the study between different staff members, which took place over three years in 

various schools in the ‘Midlands’ south of England. The focus of the project was on leadership 

behaviours and the dynamic between two members belonging to the new staff; the head teach 

and the department head for the science wing. The methods used included document collection, 
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one-on-one interviews of staff from each level, questionnaires, and action research. Interviews 

with students were also conducted. The project began a couple years prior to publication and saw 

much of the staff already reacting to a previous report on ‘staff and student’ relationships. These 

reactions seemed to have an effect, which in turn either shocked staff, or cemented their views on 

the subject. This first phase then saw initial success and better relationships under the pretense of 

cooperation and collaboration amongst staff towards a common goal. However, there often 

seemed to develop a disconnect with staff, and the department head still retaining ‘executive’ 

powers, which caused some issues leading into implementation. Phase two, the implementation 

of distributed leadership, often involved competition among the parties and a miscommunication 

of roles and boundaries that caused the previous relationships becoming strained and even 

affected the students’ motivation and academic success.  

Movement Toward Distributed Leadership 

The traditional leadership hierarchy still exists more or less in schools today (Leithwood 

et al., 2007). Schools tend to keep a hierarchical arrangement, with a principal at the top. 

Depending on size and location of the school, there will be one or more vice-principals, and 

various administrative workers including department heads, teachers, counsellors, and other 

educational staff (Lunenburg, 2010). The distributed leadership model aims to challenge 

traditional leadership, which means flattening the leadership hierarchy, and redefining the roles 

of leaders and followers (Harris & Spillane, 2008). Using a distributed perspective allows us to 

examine leadership practice as a task, or set of tasks, performed by informal and formal leaders, 

as well as their followers (Spillane & Diamond, 2007). For schools to move toward a distributed 

leadership model, where leadership is seen as a function of practices shared or distributed among 

informal or formal leaders, there needs to be a motivational shift (Leithwood et al., 2007). For 
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there to be any change in a model, especially for distributed leadership, the leader has to ensure 

every stakeholder, formal/informal leader, parent, and student plays a role in the transition and 

feels as though they are participating (Day, 2009). That way a message is given that leadership is 

valued and distributed, and also that there is trust placed by leaders in others to complete the task 

(Day, 2009). 

Shared Leadership: What Is It? 

 There is a lot of confusion when it comes to distributed leadership, simply because it 

mirrors other popular models of leadership. One such model, is shared leadership. Shared 

leadership is about adapting to the growing changes in education and educational leadership.  

The traditional role of the principal as the charismatic, hero-leader capable of performing 

amazing feats of leadership and instruction is becoming obsolete, or ineffective. This older 

model of leadership is missing an opportunity to tap into the potential of other staff as leaders 

(Lambert, 2002). One definition of shared leadership by Gil et al. (2011) is; “a dynamic, 

interactive influence process among individuals in groups for which the objective is to lead one 

another to the achievement of group or organizational goals or both” (p. 42). Other authors have 

come to define it in other terms, such as Fletcher and Kaufer (2003) who stated: “shared 

leadership signals a significant shift from individual achievement and meritocracy toward a focus 

on collective achievement, shared responsibility, and the importance of team work” (p. 23). 

Shared leadership is a model of leadership working towards the breaking down of the heroic 

individuals at the helms of schools and organizations, and rather focuses upon the whole group 

and their efforts to work as a team (Fletcher & Kaufer, 2003). Shared leadership is also a way for 

individuals to form groups and take on the roles, responsibilities and actions of a leader from a 

more traditional background (Houghton, Neck, & Manz, 2003). Shared instructional leadership 
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work contains themes such as self-directed work teams, team empowerment, and substitution of 

leadership (Gil et al., 2011). There is no rigid structure to shared leadership, and because of this 

there are lots of opportunities for leadership to develop and grow, especially between the 

designated leader(s) and the rest of the team (Gil et al., 2011). The potential for shared leadership 

is unknown due to the lack of empirical data on it, something that is required if more is to be 

known of its effectiveness (Gil et al., 2011; Lindahl, 2008). The traditional, or vertical, leader’s 

role is lessened as it becomes shared amongst the other leaders, but not entirely so as it is the 

vertical leader whose responsibility it is to initiate the process and development of shared 

leadership (Houghton et al., 2003). As the process begins and the shared model of leadership is 

set to develop, the vertical leader has the responsibility of picking and guiding the new leaders as 

roles, responsibilities, and powers are shared (Houghton et al., 2003). There seems to be different 

views of these vertical leaders, with their role fluctuating between retaining some semblance, or 

symbol, as the leader of the leaders (Fletcher & Kaufer, 2003). While others (Houghton et al., 

2003) suggested that, through time, the vertical leader becomes more of a guiding force, and 

more a part of the group then apart from the group. 

Distributed and Shared Leadership: Two Sides of the Same Coin? 

Shared and distributed models of leadership have similarities and differences that can 

cause some confusion among staff, but it can become very clear if they are taught to understand 

and distinguish between the two. The difference between the two seems to be where each model 

places its focus. For distributed leadership, it is more than just distributing, or sharing, the 

leadership amongst a group, it is about the practice of leadership (Spillane, 2006). Spillane 

(2006) discussed how this leadership practice through a distributed perspective requires an 

examination into the group’s interactions amongst its leaders, followers, and teachers during the 
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situation they are involved in. It is the situation that Spillane (2006) described as the “keystone” 

of distributed leadership for its influence on how leadership can be practiced. These groups also 

cannot just simply be formed for forms sake. Groups that are too similar, or too different do not 

work effectively (Harris, 2014). Distributed leadership is also about creating, or organizing, an 

effective mixture of individuals with experience, and those with potential (Harris, 2014). Shared 

leadership on the other hand goes about its business a little bit differently. Whereas the focus of 

distributed leadership is on the practice of leadership and its consistent checks and 

improvements, shared leadership on the other hand, focuses more on the collaboration and 

mutual learning of its members (Fletcher & Kaufer, 2003). 

Similarly, shared and distributed leadership originate from the same family of collegial 

leaderships (Bush, 2011). Both models of leadership work to provide other leaders, followers, 

and teachers with an opportunity to take on some of the routines and tasks of the traditional or 

heroic-leader. Shared leadership, as Fletcher and Kaufer (2003) have written, also seem to have 

an interest in the interactions between each group member; “Social interactions are key in this 

concept, as leadership is seen as something that occurs in and through relationships and networks 

of influence” (p. 23).  As well, these interactions between group members are to be seen as 

natural, a phenomenon that occurs when members of a group communicate and collaborate 

together (Fletcher & Kaufman, 2003). In shared leadership and distributed leadership, there is the 

task of creating the team for which leadership and all its roles and responsibilities are being 

delegated. In distributed leadership, leadership is distributed in three ways; 1) by design, where 

the leader figure picks and chooses members for the group; 2) by default, where the role or 

responsibility is filled in naturally by one of the other leaders when there is a need; and 3) by 

crises, where leaders react to a situation that requires immediate attention by creating a team, or 
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meeting with varied leaders, to address and find solutions to the situation (Spillane, 2006). In a 

shared leadership model, the creation of the team, or group of leaders with whom leadership will 

be shared, is done along the lines of a ‘by design’ plan and carried out by the vertical leader 

when undergoing the transition (Houghton et al., 2003). This process is done carefully and 

meticulously, by ensuring that every potential member’s strengths, weakness, skills and 

leadership experience are taken into consideration (Houghton et al, 2003).  

To implement shared leadership at an organizational level, Pearce and Conger (2003) 

have suggested that there was too little research to understand the role culture has to play in its 

implementation. Distributed leadership on the other hand, requires a shift, or change, in the 

current culture to allow for its implementation (Deal & Peterson, 2016; Harris, 2014). 

School Culture 

An important factor to be aware of at any school, is its culture. The concept of a school 

having a separate culture is not new, neither is the idea that schools have traditions and symbols. 

The word culture does a better job at describing these effects and feelings than words such as 

‘climate’ or ‘ethos’, which fail to hit the mark on this phenomenon (Deal & Peterson, 2016). A 

culture is an identity that must be consistently maintained and is often the leader’s hardest job 

(Deal & Peterson, 2016). The culture of a school, or its traditions, symbols, legends, myths, and 

mottos – work to provide students, teachers, and leaders with a picture of the past, and a way to 

go forward. According to Deal and Peterson (2016) culture or “the unofficial patterns seem to 

permeate everything: the way people act, how they dress, what they talk about or consider taboo, 

whether they seek out colleagues or isolate themselves, whether they work together, and how 

teachers feel about their work and their students” (p. 7). A healthy and positive school culture 

can create an environment, or climate, where students are excited to learn and staff are happy to 
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teach. Culture is not so easy to pinpoint however, and many cannot seem to figure out why they 

or others behave, dress, and work the way they do. Schein (2010) stated:  

Even more important, if we understand culture better, we will understand ourselves better 

and recognize some of the forces acting within us that define who we are. We will then 

understand that our personality and character reflect the groups that socialized us and the 

groups with which we identify and to which we want to belong. Culture is not all around 

us but within us as well. (p. 9)  

School culture is also crucial for growth. Those schools that fail to foster or maintain any 

sense of tradition, custom, community, and a promise to improve and grow fall behind when 

compared to those schools who do cultivate a strong and supportive culture (Deal & Peterson, 

2016). Students too can benefit from a strong culture within their school. There are examples of 

some schools where the student body share similar backgrounds, but one outperforms the other 

because their school culture is oriented towards learning, community, and growth (Deal & 

Peterson, 2016). The way in which culture can have so much power and influence on members is 

on account of its adaptability and fluidity.  

Culture has the power to define members, influence their behaviour towards one another, 

and even effect self-esteem (Schein, 2010). According to Schein (2010), culture is incredibly 

complex and can be described as a; “…multidimensional, multifaceted phenomenon, not easily 

reduced to a few major dimensions. Culture fulfills the functions of providing stability, meaning, 

and predictability in the present but is the result of functionally effective decisions in the groups 

past” (p. 178). Stringer’s (2002) conceptualization of culture includes five different components 

to including a) values, b) beliefs, ci) traditions, d) myths, and e) norms. Values refer to what staff 

see as effective or inefficient, good or bad, and involves their ability to gauge certain traits and 
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characteristics. Beliefs have to do with experience and an understanding of risk and 

consequence. A staff’s beliefs center around what has worked for them, and the consequences 

involved in any action they may take going forward. Traditions are the organization’s method to 

inject cultural values in the form of predictable functions or responses. A variety of events that 

occur during an organization’s lunchtime, for example, can be used to create traditions within its 

culture. There are also weekend teambuilding excursions, or welcoming and retirement parties to 

be considered as well. Myths, put simply, are tales and accounts of events and heroes/heroines 

whose purpose it is to enforce the cultural narrative of the organization. Norms are unspoken 

rules and guidelines that dictate the behavior, attitudes, and motivations of those in the 

organization, whether this involves how they dress, or how they respond to clients, customers, or 

in the example of schools, staff, students, and parents. These five components represent 

Stringer’s (2002) focus on climate to enhance culture, in his particular case, climate within 

culture works to improve overall performance. 

Culture and Leadership 

The existence of culture in an organization is formed, developed, and maintained by a 

leader, or a group of leaders (Schein, 2010). An example of this, with regard to distributed 

leadership, is the need for the leaders to set the tone within the organizations culture, through 

which distributed leadership can become embedded (Deal & Peterson, 2016). As with all things, 

not every network built to help in the maintenance and development of a culture works 

effectively. There is always opportunity for toxicity to grow and fester (Deal & Peterson, 2016). 

With regard to toxicity and its adverse effect on growth, a culture that is toxic can prove to be a 

barrier, rather than a boon to leadership (Harris, 2014). Distributed leadership is certainly not 

immune to this either, if a culture is stagnant, reluctant to change, and fails to foster trust, 
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respect, and professional development then there needs to be a more serious conversation 

involving structural reforms in order to go forward (Harris, 2014). In regard to staff and 

professional development, all leadership including distributed leadership, benefit from a culture 

that works to include everyone, and builds upon collaboration and professional learning. 

However, this positive cultural norm can be negatively affected by stubborn staff who resist 

collaboration or hesitate to accept any more responsibilities than they already have (Harris, 

2014). A non-collaborative school culture would be an example of a staff or community resistant 

to change, where their focus is more on individualism, conservatism, and working on dealing 

with the short-term as opposed to any long-term adjustments (Kutsyuruba, 2011). Hargreaves 

(1995) noted that collaboration for its own sake could be counter-productive, and the contrived 

emphasis put on it is ineffective when it came to helping to improve the effectiveness of schools 

and their teachers. Instead, those schools that embrace a collaborative school culture seek to 

create a network of schools where teachers focus on improvements that see staff working 

together, sharing ideas, resources, and on long-term, as opposed to the short-term goals 

(Kutsyuruba, 2011).   

The leadership within a school is heavily intertwined with its culture, and it is important 

to understand the school, and the staff and the students that work and learn there. Some schools, 

notably schools in problem neighborhoods with low-income families, have seen success in their 

schools by being aware of the community they are in and having staff and teachers help the 

students immediately (Spillane & Diamond, 2007). These schools succeeded because they were 

proactive about the challenges that lay ahead for the school, and in the student’s lives, and 

undertook meetings once a week to actively address these challenges, and to find solutions to 

help the students. Additionally, they marketed the success of the students by posting their marks 
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and work on the walls (Spillane & Diamond, 2007). These steps worked because at a leadership 

level, the focus was on a professional culture that actively saw staff working to improve student 

learning, by ensuring that expectations were high for everyone, and by working tirelessly to 

provide support, innovative solutions and ideas (Deal & Peterson, 2016). The idea that a school 

has culture does not mean it only involves students and their behavior, motivations and 

appearance (Deal & Peterson, 2016). It also involves the staff, and the improvements and 

changes that occur within a school such as, working to make the curriculum better, improving 

teacher learning, and teaching itself (Deal & Peterson, 2007). Creating the ideal culture with 

leadership requires a serious amount of focus and attention, according to Schein (2017). At an 

organizational level, leaders need to embed their beliefs, values and assumptions via six primary 

embedding mechanisms:   

1) What leaders pay attention to, measure, and control on a weekly basis.  

2) How leaders react to critical incidents and organizational crises. 

3) How leaders allocate resources. 

4) Deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching. 

5) How leaders allocate rewards and status. 

6) How leaders recruit, select, promote, and excommunicate. (Schein, 2017, p. 183) 

 These embedding mechanisms, however, are still important at a school level, yet are seen 

and accomplished in a different way. Rituals are one way in which schools can foster culture and 

perform the tasks needed to learn and keep the school running (Deal & Peterson, 2016). These 

mechanisms can be translated into weekly meetings where the leader, or leaders come together 

before school starts. For example, The Breakfast Club, that Spillane (2006) discussed, where 

leaders would come together before school to catch-up and prepare for the weeks and months 
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ahead. Some schools serve breakfast during their meetings and sit down to discuss anything from 

their own experiences teaching, to their own relationships with one another (Deal & Peterson, 

2016). Along with Schein’s (2017) primary embedding mechanisms, there are secondary 

reinforcement and stabilizing procedures which also suggest that to merge culture into an 

organization, there is more than just the design and structure. Rituals, traditions and myths need 

to be considered as well. 

Chapter Summary 

 The goal for this literature review was to provide a sense of distributed leadership and its 

use and value in education. There is a lot of research that is trying to properly define distributed 

leadership because of its potential usefulness in schools and organizations alike. Distributed 

leadership is not just about the distribution of leadership, as the name suggests, but rather it is 

about practice and action. This leadership model is about team creation to serve a leadership 

purpose. By distributing leadership to formal and informal leaders, and providing followers with 

an active role, these groups can come together to create think tanks, complete tasks, and facilitate 

change. It is not about the group, as much as it is about what the group can act on. There are 

some issues with distributed leadership in that the theory and model are relatively new in the 

world of educational leadership. Its arrival on the scene is causing confusion in schools and other 

organizations because leaders assume the purpose is just to share leadership, when the reality is 

that it is deeper than simply ‘sharing’ power. Distributed leadership is also often confused with 

other similar theories, for example, devolved leadership and shared leadership. A large limitation 

to distributed leadership involves the people and the environment in which they work. Staff can 

be a strain on the process because of their personalities and their goals not aligning with the 

values of the school and others in the organization. As the distributed leadership model requires 
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cohesiveness and collaboration to function, it can fail because one or more members tries to 

compete against each other, leading to a power struggle, fracturing the group. The environment 

of a school or organization can also contribute to this failure. While many examples of 

distributed leadership are tested in institutions that are floundering, not only do people have to 

want to change, but the working environment needs to positively reflect the attitudes within. 

Understanding that there are expectancies that underlie the individuals’ ability, or motivation to 

complete any task or goal, it is crucial that staff members find a purpose towards which they 

want to invest their energy in this distributed leadership model. Distributed leadership is not a 

blueprint to better leadership; rather it is a framework for better leadership, action and practice 

by a group of people with a vested interest in each other, their followers, students, and the future 

of the school.  
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Chapter Three 

Methodology 

 In this chapter, I describe the methodology of this study, including the research design, 

method, data collection, data analysis, and ethical considerations. The purpose of this study was 

to explore the perceptions of one school’s administrative and teaching staff regarding the extent 

to which leadership was distributed in their school, as well as the perceived relationship between 

distributed leadership and that school’s culture. This study used a qualitative research case study 

methodology, the rationale for and details of which are provided in the following sections. 

Qualitative Research Design 

A qualitative approach was used to research how the administrators and teachers of a 

school perceived the extent to which leadership had been distributed, as well as their perceptions 

on the relationship between distributed leadership and school culture. A qualitative method for 

research allowed for a more practical and immersive research experience. Creswell (2013) 

described qualitative research as:  

[Beginning] with assumptions and the use of interpretive/theoretical frameworks that 

inform the study of research problems addressing the meaning individuals or groups 

ascribe to a social or human problem. To study this problem, qualitative researchers use 

an emerging qualitative approach to inquiry, the collection of data in a natural setting 

sensitive to the people and places under the study, and data analysis that is both inductive 

and deductive and establishes patterns or themes. The final written report or presentation 

includes the voices of participants, the reflexivity of the researcher, a complex 

descriptions and interpretation of the problem, and its contribution to the literature or a 

call for change (p. 44). 
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 The qualitative research method was chosen because there was a desire to explore the 

practical aspects of distributed leadership in schools and school culture. These individual topics 

were rather broad and were thematically explored separately. Therefore, examining them through 

the eyes of various staff members and leaders in this study required context and observation. As 

Creswell (2013) stated: “We conduct qualitative research because we want to understand the 

contexts or settings in which participants in a study address a problem or issue” (p. 48). 

Similarly, Berg (2001) stated: “Qualitative research, [like quality] refers to concepts, definitions, 

characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of things” (p. 3). These aspects needed to 

be explored, in order to provide the researcher with a window into this environment and this 

form of leadership. The qualitative research method provided the tools for which the researcher 

and the participants explored the issues.  

Case Study Method 

 The case study method framed this study. This allowed for the researcher to get a better 

idea of the environment and the issues that were present. Case study methods “involve 

systematically gathering enough information about a particular person, social setting, event or 

group to permit the researcher to effectively understand how it operates or functions” (Berg, 

2001, p. 225). The case study provided an opportunity to study actual issues within the school 

itself (Creswell, 2013). Additionally, how administrators and teachers perceived distributed 

leadership in their school, including how they viewed the relationship between distributed 

leadership and school culture, was broken down and examined using the case study method. 

 Having chosen to use the instrumental case study variation allowed the researcher to 

focus on a single issue more effectively (Creswell, 2013). Using this format for the methodology 

benefitted the study on account of the opportunities it provided. These opportunities included 
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being able to pick and choose the issues and cases that helped further the study. The case that 

was selected for this study will elicit the opinions and experiences of administrative and teaching 

staff. Creswell (2013) preferred selection of cases that showed different perspectives on the 

problem, process, or events that the researcher wanted to portray. Berg (2001) suggested that the 

case could take a back seat, its role becoming more supportive as the real mission became the 

research interest and the cause for the advancement of the researcher’s knowledge. With regard 

to the location, the case study occurred at a school within a faith-based school board in South 

Eastern Ontario. The school was provided a pseudonym, Weston Catholic Elementary School, or 

WCES.  

Research Participants and Site 

 An elementary school was selected from a faith-based publicly funded school board in 

southeastern Ontario that had over 50 schools and several education centers. Additionally, it was 

pre-dominantly Caucasian, but the board did have a small population that identified as First-

Nation, Metis, or Inuit. The district was predominately rural, but also included some larger towns 

and city centers. The superintendent’s office provided the permission to conduct research in their 

jurisdiction. The first school that had been contacted expressed interest in the project. From this 

point forward a correspondence was opened, and the invitation to participate was accepted. 

 The sampling strategy that was used to select participants adhered to the guidelines of 

qualitative research. Participants were “information-rich key informants, groups, places, or 

events to study” (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010, p. 326). The participants in this study were 

selected through purposive sampling; a researcher selected a group who represents a certain 

population based upon their own special knowledge (Berg, 2001). In the case of this study, the 

participants were chosen to be administrative and teaching staff. After agreeing to be a part of 
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the study, the principal began asking if any other staff or teachers would like to volunteer. Four 

to eight was the desired number of participants, seven of roughly forty staff members 

volunteered. Specifically, there was a principal, a vice-principal, and five teachers that were 

interviewed as formal or informal leaders, all from the same school.  

Data Collection and Analysis 

This study used in-depth, semi-structured interviews. Seven participants volunteered for 

the interviews. In-depth interviews used open-ended questions to obtain meaning from the 

participant, as well as their world view, and how they made sense of their environment, issues, 

and other events (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Following the lead of Creswell (2013), I was 

prepared for challenges such as any unexpected behaviour and actions on the part of the 

interviewee, including their comfort, and what could and could not be discussed because of 

confidentiality issues. I had ensured that each of the interviewees were comfortable and 

understood my intentions and the intentions of the study prior to the start of the interview. The 

one-on-one interview format provided an opportunity to focus more on the participant and their 

views. Additionally, it served as a better way to observe any other behaviour or body language 

that could have provided more information. Due to the sensitivity around the subject of 

leadership, the relationships between staff members, and school culture, a one-on-one interview 

format provided a better opportunity for privacy and confidentiality. The reason for this was to 

ensure that participants were more comfortable when it had come to discussing their stories and 

experiences.  

The interview questions were developed on the basis of other research studies’ interview 

protocols from Setchel (2008), O’Connor-Lizotte (2013), and Eggen (2010). Questions from 

these sources were adapted to the needs of this study, and protocols were developed for 
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interviews with administrative staff and teachers (See Appendices A and B). The interviews were 

audio recorded at the school and transcribed after the fact. In addition to recording, I took some 

notes for the record. The analysis consisted of breaking down the information from each 

interview into themes. In accordance to following the qualitative research method, I used a 

combination of deductive and inductive approaches to analyzing the themes from my study. In a 

deductive approach, researchers build themes from the established theoretical framework that are 

constantly being checked against the data (Creswell, 2013). An inductive approach, as McMillan 

and Schumacher (2010) stated: “…is the process through which qualitative researchers 

synthesize and make meaning from the data, starting with specific data and ending with 

categories and patterns” (p. 367). This synthetical approach allowed for established and emergent 

themes and conclusions to be derived from my study. Data were first analyzed deductively (etic 

approach) based on the key themes stemming from the literature: organizational structures; 

collaboration; support and development; motivation; and challenges. Additionally, one extra 

theme (emic) emerged during the inductive analysis: in and out groups.  

Trustworthiness 

This research study has employed a number of strategies to enhance trustworthiness.  

As noted by McMillan and Schumacher (2010), validity, or any claims thereof, depend on how 

the data were collected and the techniques used to analyze the data. While in-depth interviews 

were the focal point, this study also collected mechanically recorded data, notes about participant 

language and reactions, and verbatim accounts. All interviews were audio recorded. During each 

interview, notes were taken on the subject of the questions, including any behavioral or other 

observations. Each interview was later transcribed by the researcher, and transcripts were 

reviewed by the participants. Furthermore, a journal was kept about the data analysis process.  
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Ethics Review 

 This study followed the ethical advice and guidelines set by the General Research Ethics 

Board (GREB) of Queen’s University. Ethical approval for this study was received on October 

1st, 2018, prior to the collection of data (Appendix C). Once the University ethics approval was 

received, approval to conduct a study was sought from the school board. I was given permission 

by the superintendent and its office to conduct research within its jurisdiction. After that I began 

contacting schools that would have seem interested. The first school that had been contacted 

wished to be a part of my study (see Appendix D for recruitment scripts). A rapport began with 

the principal and participants who volunteered were provided with an LOI/CF explaining the 

purpose, their role, and the risks. All administrative and staff participants received a Letter of 

information and consent that explained the purpose of the project, what they were being asked to 

do should they accept, as well as an explanation on how their information would be handled once 

collected. (Appendix E). This included any contact information they may have needed to get a 

hold of GREB, my supervisor, or myself. As stipulated in the ethics guidelines, each participant 

retained a copy of the letter of information and consent form for his or her own records. If a 

participant felt that they no longer wanted to be a part of the study, their contribution would not 

be used. To ensure confidentiality, every participant and place was provided with a pseudonym 

to protect their identities. As well, any research and interview materials were kept in a secure 

location. In addition, a physical handout of an example of the activities that teachers could 

volunteer for was included with all identifier information removed (Appendix F). 

Chapter Summary 

 In this chapter, I have provided the methodology for my study, which included the 

rationale, the qualitative research design, the case study method, a section for the research 
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participants and site, the data collection and analysis, and the ethics and risks. The qualitative 

research design allowed for a more practical and immersive research experience. This allowed 

for an even further exploration into the practical aspects of distributed leadership and school 

culture, respectively. The case study method provided me with the opportunity to explore in-

depth the perspectives and issues pertinent to the study. The research participants, two 

administrators and five and teachers, were information-rich key informants, selected by 

purposive sampling. The participants were all from the same school, part of a faith-based 

publicly funded school board in southeastern Ontario. Data collection and analysis consisted of 

two sets of open-ended, in-depth, semi-structured interview questions. I used a combination of 

deductive and inductive approaches to analyzing the themes from the interviews, which helped in 

breaking down the analysis into more manageable themes. 
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Chapter Four 

Research Findings 

In this chapter, I present the results of the data analysis regarding the perceptions of 

administrative and teaching staff about how leadership has been distributed, as well as the 

relationship between distributed leadership and school culture at Weston Catholic Elementary 

School [pseudonym], or WCES. After presenting the demographic information of the 

participants, I detail the thematic analysis of the data in relation to the study’s three research 

questions: 

1. In what ways has leadership been distributed in the school as perceived by the school’s 

administration? 

2. In what ways has leadership been distributed in the school as perceived by the school’s 

staff? 

3. According to the administrative and teaching staff, what is the perceived relationship 

between distributed leadership and the school’s culture?  

Demographic Information 

The case study school was situated within one faith-based school board in the south-

eastern region of Ontario, Canada, consisting of over 40 schools. The school, Weston Catholic 

Elementary, was considered large in size, and was located in a suburban area. The school had 

around 450 students and 40 staff, including educational workers such as EA’s (Educational 

Assistants), custodians, and various other administrative staff. The school was primarily English 

but did have a Core-French program with up to three French teachers. The surrounding 

community was “middle of the road in terms of demographics and socio-economic status,” 

according to the school principal, Dave. The school was situated in the suburbs, and there was a 
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mixture of townhouses, duplex’s and detached homes. This also meant that most of the students 

were within walking distance, about 70%, while the rest, around 30%, were bussed to the school. 

Table 1 provides information pertaining to the two administrative participants involved in 

the study, while table 2 provides information on the teacher participants. Each of the participants 

were assigned a pseudonym. 

Table 1 

Study Participants – Administrators 

Administrators Role Years of Experience 

 
Dave 
 
Catherine 

 
Principal 
 
Vice-Principal 

 
10+ years of administrating 
 
Less than 5 years 

   

Table 2 

Study Participants - Teachers  

Teachers Role Years of Experience 

   

Monica 
 
 
Anne 
 
Simone 
 
 
Ken 
 
 
Colleen 

Former Gr. 1 Teacher 
Special Education Head 
 
Core French Teacher 
 
Itinerary Art Teacher 
School Council Chair 
 
Gr. 3 Teacher 
Math Lead 
 
Gr. 4 Teacher 
Social Justice and  
Community Leader 

10 Years of teaching 
1st year in Spec. Ed Dept. 
 
10 years of teaching 
 
10+ years, LTO 
 
 
15+ years 
 
 
15+ years 
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The participants all had over ten years of teaching experience. One participant, Simone, 

was working towards getting a full-time job with the school board. Catherine, the vice-principal, 

was the newest member to the school, and had under five years of experience as an 

administrator. Five participants were female, while the remaining two were males. In the 

presentation of research findings, I have used direct quotations from the participants to support 

the thematic analysis. 

Thematic Analysis 

 Analysis of the data yielded six themes. Data were first analyzed deductively (etic 

approach) based on the six key themes stemming from the literature: organizational structures; 

collaboration; support and development; motivation; and challenges. Additionally, one extra 

theme (emic) emerged during the analysis: in and out groups. A description of each theme is 

provided below.  

Organizational structures. This theme included examples of structures and systems 

within the school that enabled its function, the roles and responsibilities of all staff within the 

school, the forms of distributed leadership used at the school, and the leadership environment 

within the school. 

Collaboration. This theme entailed descriptions of how administration, teaching staff, 

and other members of the school came together to plan, learn, or work together in relation to any 

school or curriculum tasks. As well, this theme included responses about communication with 

colleagues and other members to complete various tasks and goals including, endeavours to 

enhance student learning, or undergo professional development.  

Support and development. This theme included examples of creating leadership 

opportunities for administrators, teachers, and the surrounding community. Additionally, this 
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theme included staff contributions towards working together and collaboration, through working 

in groups or meeting at a professional level during PLC’s, and with the school providing 

resources such as funding, materials and equipment.  

Motivation. Examples of motivation as a theme included examination as to what 

motivated administration and teaching staff, as well as, why they were motivated to accomplish 

different tasks and goals.  

Challenges. This theme included issues that were described by participants as impeding 

the distribution of leadership, whether they were related to people issues, climate or 

environmental issues, or various events or circumstances. 

 In/out groups. This was an emergent theme that related to what Northouse (2016) had 

defined as “general types of linkages (or relationships): those that were based on expanded and 

negotiated role responsibilities (extra-roles), which were called the in-group, and those that were 

based on the formal employment contract (defined roles), which were called the out-group.” (p. 

138). Although in and out groups can be often framed as a challenge, positive aspects of this 

phenomenon were also mentioned in the interviews; hence, it has been separated into a 

standalone subtheme.  

Leadership Distribution in School as Perceived by the School Administrators 

Findings in response to the first research question were presented in accordance to the six 

themes identified above.  

Organizational structures. As evident from the data analysis, Dave, the Principal of 

Weston Catholic Elementary School had created, over time, a model which everyone in the 

school followed. This model was mostly based on volunteerism and participation and began as a 

schedule drawn up by administration. An important component was some oversight by other 
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staff, particularly the chair of school council, whereby before the start of the school year, 

teaching staff would bring forward any of their own ideas during the first school meetings and 

volunteer to join teams. Additionally, staff were able to choose their own roles and 

responsibilities, if they wished to accept any of the available leadership opportunities. 

So, at the beginning of the year we discuss who is interested in what things, and based on 

staff interest, roles and responsibilities are divided up among different people within staff 

and so, a lot of time it’s more a matter of me checking in with them, or them approaching 

me to say ‘here’s the idea’, ‘good/bad’, some pointers, guidelines whatever and then they 

are able to run with some ideas, or we collaborate together for some task like you’ll see 

from the paper [that I provided] I cannot do all those things. (Dave) 

According to Dave, the delegation of tasks was split, “you have the VP or myself [who] 

would do the sort of upper level. Those that are responsible for different aspects of school likely 

would have their own team and they can delegate to, or further delegate to, other staff members.” 

This changed the roles and dynamic of the administrative leadership at the school, as Dave 

stated: 

Myself and the vice principal we don’t really delegate administrative tasks per se, we sort 

of take things on as they come. Part of the vice-principal role is special education. She 

sort of naturally takes on more of the Spec Ed portfolio because she’s the one involved 

with it on a day-to-day basis with students….So, certainly I default to her for a lot of 

those spec. ed. things that come up. We split that in that regard. We do [also] split the 

instructional leadership pretty evenly, so in terms of staff meetings or PA days, we 

collaborate together to work on those. She takes on parts of it, I take on parts of it and 
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likewise through different curricular initiatives in the school, staff might take on pieces of 

that too.  

 Catherine brought a different set of experiences to the table. Her last position was as an 

administrator in a small school with very few staff. When asked how her role had been affected 

by the distribution of leadership within the school, Catherine stated: “…certainly, there are more 

complexities here in a large school, but the distributive nature of the work is more shared.” When 

inquired further about how she felt about having to share and distribute leadership with other 

informal and formal leaders, Catherine noted:  

I mean we all need to rely on each other’s strengths and talents, and if someone wants to 

do something that I’m doing, that may normally be a task that an administrator would do, 

I mean there are parts of it that you can very freely share, and there are parts that you 

can’t, right? Due to the nature of it, of the task. 

 Overall, the model by which the distribution of leadership occurred, provided various 

leadership opportunities to each staff member if they had wanted to volunteer and work together. 

Dave acknowledged the skills and talents of his colleague, Catherine, and understood that 

leadership should be distributed in order to work effectively in the school. Administrators saw 

their roles as more support-driven and serving as guides but were also able to take control if 

problems arose. 

Collaboration. Collaboration between all members within the school was vital, and the 

administrative staff understood this. They planned the school’s day-to-day schedule in such a 

way that various projects and activities required all staff to collaborate with one another. 

Administrative staff were aware that collaboration in the process of distributing leadership began 

with teachers taking an interest in a role or activity, and then sharing it amongst their colleagues 
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to get them involved: “If a teacher is taking a particular interest in, or doing something neat with 

that, then they can share their knowledge when [the] opportunity arrives at PA day’s or Staff 

meetings or whenever.” (Dave)  

 Collaboration modelling started with administrative team. Catherine used moments of 

collaboration and guidance during the course of the day so that she and Dave could catch-up. 

Being new to school, she relied heavily on guidance from Dave: 

In terms of my tasks, just to kind of frame it in that way, I’m half-time special education 

teacher and half-time administrator/VP. So, within the half-time administrator we would 

share. Dave is really good about telling me what he’s dealt with in the day or the day 

before. If we have to catch up, I also share what concerns or situations have come to me. 

As the principal, he is very good to advise me, [and] I’ll spell things past him. 

As it pertained to teachers, Dave and Catherine observed the need for further 

opportunities to collaborate with one another and distribute leadership between teachers in 

similar grades. In order to accomplish this, teachers who taught the same grade were scheduled a 

time together which gave them an opportunity to coordinate their instruction and curriculum. As 

Dave elaborated:  

For example, all of the grade one teachers have it at the same time, all of the grade eight 

teachers have it at the same time; kindergarten as well. And so, that facilitates at least 

forty-minutes a day as an opportunity for them to meet and collaborate.  

 This level of collaboration was important for teachers, and Dave and Catherine were 

aware that there was potential for growth. At the time of these interviews, collaboration had also 

taken on a different dimension at WCES, because the school was involved in a collaborative 

project with a newly built school in the area structured towards UDL (Universal Design for 
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Learning) and open concept. With collaboration having become a priority, it provided staff with 

some unique opportunities to visit that school and learn new approaches in their classroom and 

communicate them to their colleagues. As Catherine explained: 

What they [principals from other schools] wanted as their goal, is to see how a school 

such as the new one being built in town, which is a state-of-the-art school, UDL 

(Universal Design for Learning), principals of UDL, flexible seating, open concepts, 

fluency and flexibility in terms of what classes students are in. How can we bring that to 

the more traditional setting?....So, we take a look at how people collaborate and put it out 

there as who would like to go deeper with collaboration, and our grade one team actually 

volunteered. 

 Collaboration at the school came in many forms, such as communicating with one 

another, professional development, and planning together during their scheduled time. But it was 

also a part of the distribution of leadership as Dave and Catherine worked to create more 

opportunities for teachers, and even neighbouring schools, to collaborate with one another. One 

example of collaboration between administrators and the teachers was with Monica, who had a 

growing role in the school. Monica worked closely with Catherine regarding special education. 

She was also closely involved with Dave and Catherine as she often took over the role of acting 

administrator when they left for school or board business (Catherine). Additionally, she worked 

with the teachers involved in the UDL project at the newly built local school. As Catherine 

described: 

A lot of the planning time is made at the same time so that they can co-plan. So, our 

grade one team, their classrooms are together, one right beside the other. There are three 

classrooms and they do PD (Professional Development) after hours on their own, whether 
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it’s webcasts, etcetera. And, they do a lot of planning together for their classrooms. So, 

this is a natural extension to go deeper with that planning. 

 In sum, collaboration was encouraged by the school administration and was felt to be 

essential in the regular day-to-day operations of the school. 

 Support and development. An important aspect of the distribution of leadership, as 

perceived by Dave and Catherine, was to streamline leadership by providing opportunities for all 

staff and supporting one another with PLC’s (Professional Learning Communities), resources, 

materials and chances to collaborate. The less staff had to worry about resources, opportunities to 

develop, or a lack of support from administration, the more everyone could focus on the 

situations and tasks at hand. As well, Dave and Catherine focused on avoiding micromanaging. 

As Dave explained: 

Naturally in a school of our size it’s not realistic or possible or even a good idea for me to 

try to take on all aspects of life. I’d have to split into ten and do a bad job at all of them. 

So, it makes sense to try to divide up much of what happens in the school with others.  

 Dave and Catherine had found the top-down approach of leadership was time consuming 

which is why they had opted for organizational structures and systems that provided leadership 

opportunities for other staff and allowed them time to focus on their own bureaucratic 

responsibilities. The goal was to lessen the amount of micromanaging that has traditionally been 

part of an administrator’s job. As Dave described:  

It allows me to not micromanage so much, [the] things that are happening in the school 

so even from a curricular leadership perspective, which the principal is expected to be the 

curricular leader, but that’s not to say I have to be in everyone’s room nit-picking lessons 

all the time. 
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 As a result, teachers sought to take on larger roles and more leadership responsibilities 

for which Dave and Catherine were able to provide more support and guidance. This created 

time for the administrators to open their doors for questions, to observe and perhaps learn 

something themselves. As Catherine stated:  

In terms of informal leaders, just looking at an example like the school improvement 

team. The way we have it here is we have all these people that have signed up to be on 

the school improvement team. They’re setting their goals, the school goals, and Dave and 

I are saying “Go for it, set those goals”. We bring it back and then in consultation with 

us, there is not usually a lot to change, [but] maybe they’d have some guidance for us. 

 In sum, Dave and Catherine found that distributing leadership, and providing leadership 

opportunities to other staff members, was beneficial because it allowed them to focus on other 

tasks and to help and support their staff. 

 Motivation. The motivation to begin a process of distributing leadership came from 

Dave and Catherine’s desire to be more effective in their leadership, to micromanage less, and to 

enhance teacher development. They had also provided examples that pointed to distributing 

leadership at WCES as both a necessity and an opportunity. Successful distribution and 

accomplishment of tasks motivated them in continuing to maintain the process by which 

leadership was distributed through the model as described above. Dave found this approach 

particularly necessary when he took over as principal and there was no other administrator to 

help him with the daunting task of running such a large school. As Dave recounted:  

When I arrived at the school there was no VP. So, there was just me, and after two years 

a VP did come into the building to help out and it’s a noticeable change whereas I get to 
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spend less time with those purely administrative duties or behavioural responsibilities, 

and I can do other things within the school. 

 When Dave had been the only administrator at WCES, he was motivated to begin a 

model where many tasks, projects, committees and other activities had to have been opened to 

teachers interested in taking on those opportunities. Even when a vice-principal was provided to 

help with the administrative responsibilities, it still made more sense to continue providing 

leadership opportunities through the model to teachers and staff who were interested in them. 

 Dave, and later Catherine, were also motivated to continue their process of distributed 

leadership due to the myriad of leadership opportunities it made available for their teachers. In 

terms of staff motivations to continue to volunteer, and thus propagating their model of 

distributing leadership, Catherine noted several internal and external motivators: 

Internal motivators are a big piece in trust. If someone is not interested in that area of 

work, I don’t think that you’re going to be able to entice them to take that extra duty 

on…I think there is also that sense of wanting to be good at their job and wanting to be a 

team player. Externally, what do they get from us? I hope respect for their work, and 

thanks…for the great work…I think being part of that team is huge, [and] that they 

feel…we’re all pulling for the…same goals. 

 The distribution of leadership at WCES seemed to work well when staff recognized the 

need to effect change and were motivated to be involved in that process. In cases where an 

important activity or task failed to get the initial attention of staff, Dave or Catherine approached 

teachers and asked them to take on that project. Most of the time, the staff were enthusiastic 

about volunteering for activities and projects and would sign-up. The high level of participation 

at the school showed just how passionate and interested staff were to be involved. In summary, 
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trusting staff to complete the task, showing gratitude and respect for volunteering, and of course 

being a part of the school-wide team were seen as strong motivators.  

 Challenges. The process by which leadership was distributed at WCES did not escape 

the reality that challenges could occur with any system or structure. Some examples of these 

challenges related to staff having overloaded schedules and personality clashes. Dave mentioned 

how an overloaded schedule caused major issues because the model in place at the school relied 

on teachers being organized and able to complete their task, activity, or project. Incomplete 

projects or tasks became a risk to the school’s reputation, particularly when time and money had 

already been committed. Attempting to find a healthy balance between the competing 

responsibilities was an important job. As Dave explained: 

There are certain times of the year teachers are more likely to ‘train wreck’ so to speak, 

obviously around report card time and around Christmas. Sometimes there are times we 

have a number of things happening, perhaps Christmas events, the musical, plus 

fundraising or something and it’s just not a good time to introduce something else into 

the building.  

 Catherine shared a similar sentiment, noting that the level of trust she had for certain staff 

to complete their obligations could change if they failed to meet those commitments. Catherine 

had stated: 

It’s very much put out there with the trust and the expectation that people that are signing 

up to do jobs, or that we’re asking people to do of the work.…Then if things go awry or 

if you know that something is coming up and you haven’t seen anything about it then 

we’re going to pull back and make that a priority, to touch base with the person and have 
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a conversation. And then if it happens again then we’re in a different conversation 

perhaps. 

 The model by which leadership was distributed required all parties to do their part. This 

meant that Dave, Catherine and the other staff relied on each other to plan effectively, work as a 

team, and complete their objectives. If staff were to fail at meeting their goals then the 

distribution of leadership would have begun to falter because there would have been a lack of 

communication, poor leadership and a failure to collaborate to achieve success. Inevitably, it was 

important that everyone worked well together, did what they promised, and were compatible 

with their fellow colleagues and teammates. This was certainly well understood by Dave and 

Catherine, as Dave emphasized: 

Fortunately, we do have a lot of people who get along very well here. We do have some 

people that hate each other, but generally speaking it’s a good, positive environment and 

so I think when people are liking each other all right then they are more inclined to just 

collaborate. 

 Overall, Dave and Catherine’s challenge to distributed leadership within their school had 

lain primarily with staff being motivated, not being overwhelmed, and working well with one 

another to ensure that they accomplish their tasks or projects. 

 In-groups and out-groups.  Further data analysis revealed the emergent sub-theme of 

in/out groups. These terms have not been mentioned directly or specifically by participants. In 

light of the focus on distribution of leadership, comments were made that portrayed senior 

teachers and any other staff that were consistently helping or leading other activities as the in-

group, while those that were either too busy to help consistently, or for other reasons chose not to 
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buy-into volunteering, as the out-group. As noted above, these groups had both positive and 

negative characteristics for the distribution of leadership at WCES. 

 As administrators noted, all teachers had the opportunity to lead or help with some sort of 

activity whether it was on the sign-up sheet or an original idea created by another staff member. 

For Dave and Catherine, having an in-group allowed them to fill in the gaps for activities or tasks 

that were lacking manpower. As Catherine recounted: 

In terms of delegating, if there was something that was missing, let’s say we need an 

athletic association rep, at a staff meeting Dave might say, “You know, we have a hole 

here, is there anybody who would like to help us out? Take this on?” Within minutes it 

would be kind of picked up. I am sure there have been past work that’s happened on that, 

that I haven’t been privy to as to how this structure has come to be, but people are keen to 

help out. 

 While Catherine never mentioned anything about teachers taking on the same role year 

after year (given the limited amount of time spent at this school), Dave specifically mentioned 

that there was a system of seniority in place at the school and that he supported that policy. The 

findings suggest that it was felt that those teachers who have been around the longest should 

continue to lead those activities or committees to which they were accustomed. As Dave 

explained:  

At the start of the year, we talk about the different opportunities within the school and 

how people are able to sign up for those and then some folks have been here for quite a 

while. Some for fifteen years and they’ve kind of taken on certain aspects, social justice 

for example, and you just know [that] they’re probably going to do that one again. 
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This system provided administration with some semblance of consistency. Similarly, they came 

to rely on a few teachers for more than just the roles they had volunteered for, such as Monica 

and Simone. Having people in school that could be depended on and trusted with a multitude of 

tasks entailed sharing and growing in the leadership capacity, which helped the administrators:  

We naturally divvy up or distribute the tasks among ourselves, as well we rely heavily on 

our special education resource teacher, Monica to do some tasks that are more of a 

leadership face. For instance, attend meetings with us, or if there is somebody absent and 

we need a fill, if I am not available then she will take that role of going in and…being 

that person in class until we can get a supply teacher. 

In regard to Simone, the school council Chair, Dave posited: 

There are administrative tasks that are split between myself and the VP, and then much of 

the social or extracurricular activities that take place are spearheaded by school council. 

Our Chair is awesome, and she takes on much of the organization around that, so really, I 

can kind of…chat with her a bit and then she just runs with it and checks in. 

 Overall, in and out groups were an interesting phenomenon. On the one hand, those in an 

in-group were more actively involved and favoured by administrators because they were trusted 

and more accessible, which in turn provided Dave and Catherine with a sense of consistency and 

reliability. On the other hand, because those in the in-group more often volunteered or were 

chosen for the bigger roles, this could result in the missed opportunity for other teachers who 

may have wanted to lead one of these other major or coveted projects and committees but were 

unable. While in and out groups exist in all organizations, for distributed leadership in this 

school this could mean that some staff would be less inclined to take on new roles that had 

become synonymous with certain teachers. 
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 Summary. The above section described how Dave and Catherine had perceived 

distribution of leadership in their school. Organizational structures in this school provided plenty 

of leadership opportunities. The model which administrators employed for distributed leadership 

was through a sign-up sheet, which offered involvement in the various committees, activities, 

events, roles, and programs, as well as providing them with the option to create their own 

projects. These activities were taken on by staff who had volunteered their time, knowledge, and 

skills. In each of these cases, leadership had further been distributed between teachers by 

creating or making teams that would collaborate together to plan and implement their projects. 

Dave has taken great care in recognizing his colleagues and fellow staff members, and realized 

that for leadership to work effectively at WCES it should be distributed. Collaboration was seen 

as an essential aspect of the day-to-day operations of the school, especially staff involvement in 

the various leadership opportunities that were available. Dave and Catherine’s efforts towards 

support and development of their staff ensured distribution of leadership and allowed them to 

focus on other tasks and areas that needed attention. Distribution of leadership was found to be 

dependent on staff being motivated to volunteer their time, effort and skills, as well as to 

complete the task itself. The primary challenges related to motivation of staff, how well staff 

worked with one another, and potential for losing trust if staff failed to complete the tasks they 

volunteered for. Lastly, in and out-groups were found to have both a positive and negative 

influence on the distribution of leadership at WCES. While administrators relied on certain staff 

more heavily in their distribution of leadership, especially those who volunteered and 

participated the most, this in turn could be a limiting factor for other teachers to volunteer for and 

engage in certain activities.  
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Distribution of Leadership as Perceived by the Teaching Staff  

As with the previous section, the findings in response to the second research question 

were presented in accordance to the six themes.  

 Organizational structures. According to the teachers, organizational structures affected 

the distribution of leadership in one of three ways. First and foremost, the model implemented at 

the school was a process by which teachers would volunteer to lead or participate in a number of 

projects, activities, or committee roles that were provided on a sign-up sheet. Second, if there 

was a situation where certain items on the sign-up sheet lacked the manpower required to 

continue, Dave and Catherine would sometimes ask teachers if they could take it on. Third, the 

teachers also had the freedom to create their own activity, project, or committee. There were 

other organizational structures discussed in this section, that teachers at WCES perceived to be a 

part of the distributed leadership process. Staff meetings, PLC’s and informal chances to 

collaborate also provided ample opportunities for further leadership and practice to develop.  

 When asked how she perceived the distribution of leadership at the school, Monica 

stated:  

I would say a lot of it stems from our monthly staff meetings. We go through an agenda 

of things that are up-and-coming and then it always kind of seems to be people that 

volunteer to do things and then it’s kind of “I can help you with that” or we do have a 

fairly collaborative staff in that sense that our principal will say this is coming, this is 

what’s going on, is anyone interested in spearheading or taking this on and one or two 

people will volunteer and as many will jump in to support depending on, I guess, how big 

it is and how many people it requires. So, when we gather together seems to be where the 

distributed leadership happens.  
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 When asked how tasks, activities and other opportunities were delegated to one another, 

Anne, a participant who shared a unique view as one of the French teachers at WCES, favoured a 

more practical approach. In regard to how she had perceived the role of organizational structures 

in the distribution of leadership, Anne described the basics: 

A lot of it is volunteering for stuff, to run different things that happen at this school and 

throughout the year. It’s volunteering, it’s managing your time effectively, being the type 

of person where your principal can go to you and say “Do you mind doing this? We are 

going to be out; can you just watch?” Just making yourself available and doing your job 

in a way that you’re noticed to be able to give leadership responsibility. 

 Ken, a participant known for his role in the Math and Music programs at the school, 

perceived the role of organizational structures in the distribution of leadership as a balancing act. 

He noted: 

I took over the Music leadership. I was asked, ‘Do you want to take this on?’ I thought 

about it, and I said yes. And, once again the statement was, ‘You don’t have to feel like 

you need to take over, but if you would like that opportunity to do that you can take that 

on.’ So, I think it’s asked, sometimes people will not, from my perspective, but there are 

some people who will ask to do something. So, they’re kind of asking and then giving 

that leadership. Sometimes I think it’s from admin down, sometimes I think it’s the actual 

individual coming up with the leadership opportunity. 

 Colleen was the participant who had volunteered to lead WCES’s social justice 

committee and community outreach program. She perceived the role of organizational structures 

as more fluid on account of the freedom she enjoyed in her role. Colleen was a prime example of 

a teacher who would come up with a variety of ideas for staff and students to do in regard to 
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social justice and community initiatives, but would have to request permission to continue 

forward with any of her ideas, particularly if it pertained to any fundraising. Even Colleen had to 

check-in with Dave and Catherine, most of her ideas were given the green light, and many staff 

and colleagues were excited to help: 

Well, really all that happens is normally my ideas come to me at two or three o’clock in 

the morning and the next day I go and I get permission from my admin to see if it’s even 

okay to do and then it’s usually just word of mouth and email, and then everybody starts 

firing back ‘What can I do?’ ‘Where do you need help?’ So, it’s a really phenomenal 

experience actually that all you have to do is say ‘This is what I want to do,’ and then you 

have people just come on board and say ‘Well this is what we can do to help’ and it’s just 

the most amazing thing.  

 In sum, various organizational modes existed in the school for the distribution of 

leadership. Furthermore, teachers also saw distributed leadership as being more than the three 

main methods. These occurred when everyone had an opportunity to work with one another, 

through staff meetings, PLC’s and other projects. While some teachers squarely focused on the 

models structure itself in which teachers were given volunteer opportunities to help or lead 

others, others spoke of striking a balance between administrative staff having to ask or provide 

teachers with opportunities, and teachers having freedom and independence to start something 

based on their ideas.  

 Collaboration. From the perspective of the teachers, collaboration played an important 

role in the distribution of leadership in their school. The teaching staff were particularly attuned 

to this as an emphasis was placed on communicating and collaborating with one another in the 

classroom and in the various leadership opportunities that were available to them. 
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  The emphasis on collaboration began to gain traction in the school board, as 

demonstrated by the construction of a new school with a focus in UDL and open concept theory. 

The staff of both the newly built school and WCES began a collaboration-focused project 

together, with WCES having the goal of taking certain structures and techniques to implement 

them as best as they could in their traditionally structured school. Monica, who was a part of this 

process, perceived collaboration to be the working together and the professional development 

she received at the new school. Monica felt that open concept classrooms emphasized 

collaboration, “The schools are now back to the open concept and you don’t have classrooms 

with four walls….The idea is those walls kind of come down. You’re really working 

collaboratively to meet the needs better.” 

 Simone perceived collaboration in the distribution of leadership, as observation and 

communication. Having just begun teaching at WCES in an LTO role, Simone tapped into some 

of the creative ideas that other teachers had done with their students and thought of how they 

may work with her own. According to Simone: 

There are so many different learning styles that children have, right? …. What I noticed 

too was how other teachers do things, like we had a teacher last year, [or the] year before, 

who would take the children out and do nature walks…. You look at that and see how 

that works and how children just really love and relate to that. 

 Ken’s perception of collaboration in regard to the distribution of leadership was about 

delegation and the opportunities provided to teachers to collaborate with one another. As Ken 

noted: 

There was a lot more communication…so if I was doing, say last year I did grade 

four…somebody that’s new in grade four will come to me and say “…I’m struggling, 
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what ideas do you have?” So, they would come to me for that expertise…I would [also] 

go to a teacher that taught my grade, and say, “This is what I see, is this normal? Because 

I haven’t seen this before.”…We’ve been asked to sort of find ways that we can work 

together.  

 Similarly, Colleen viewed collaboration in regard to the distribution of leadership through 

communication and teamwork. She relied heavily on Monica who was a special education 

resource teacher (SERT). Colleen stated: 

I’ll be honest, with this grade it’s tough academically to try and collaborate because grade 

three and grade four there is a pretty big difference…. there are a lot of needs in my 

room. So, I’m almost daily with SERT, with Monica, needing to go over ‘Oh my gosh! 

You will not believe what just happened’, or ‘[Here is] what she threw at me’, or ‘Yeah, I 

got kicked really hard’  

 Overall, collaboration for participants was about communicating, learning, and helping 

one another in order to improve the school and the education of the students. Whether it was 

through special education, communicating with colleagues about student behaviour, learning 

styles, or observing and learning from other teachers during a scheduled prep together, 

collaboration amongst staff at WCES was paramount to their success, and the ability for 

distributed leadership to function effectively.  

 Support and development. In this theme, teachers emphasized the creation of 

opportunities for all staff, the freedom in not only their own classroom but also to meet and work 

with one another, and the provision of staff with resources and materials to better succeed and 

meet the needs of their students.  

 Monica’s role was unique in that she not only required a lot of support from both Dave 
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and Catherine, as well as her other colleagues, but she was also called upon often for her own 

support as lead of the special education program at WCES. As Monica recalled: 

I think as a professional, as a teacher, that just kind of comes with the territory. I think 

you always want to do what is best for your students, and if someone presents to you that 

[offer of] collaboration, or leadership, or going out and learning about this…we strive to 

always be doing what’s best and I just think that is kind of in our nature. So, if you tell 

me that this is going to make me a better teacher, I am going to jump on those 

opportunities whether, it’s [not] in my comfort zone, [or] it is something I really want to 

do because I want to do what is best for students, I want to do what’s best to…meet their 

needs. 

 Simone discussed support and development from administration pertaining to her art 

program. With the help of Catherine, Simone was able to create a program that emphasized 

student creativity and even leadership skills. Having been given the green light, Simone was able 

to pitch this idea to her colleagues via a staff meeting. As Simone commented: 

Dave gave me the opportunity to address [that] I am starting an art club. So…myself and 

[in] collaboration with Catherine, who is the VP here, we’ve initiated an art club where it 

will be self-directed by the students, but I’ll be there as well in support. 

 Colleen viewed the theme of support and development through the backing provided by 

colleagues, as well as Dave and Catherine, when it came to her new grade four class. Colleen 

was one of the teachers who had to switch divisions, so she was tasked with learning how to 

teach grade fours. This posed a whole new set of opportunities and challenges, especially in 

regard to special education, and would have been far more difficult had she not had support from 

fellow staff and the board office. As Colleen recalled: 
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I went to Dave and Catherine and said something’s gotta give, because…this 

environment isn’t conducive to teaching. I’m basically wrangling kids everyday, that’s it. 

I’m keeping them from burning the school down. We had someone that was in from the 

board office, Gary [pseudonym] who works in the [board’s] Spec. Ed. Department. I 

asked him to come in, and asked Dave and Catherine is it ok if he comes in and gives me 

some ideas because…I don’t know what to do anymore. Gary went to Dave and 

Catherine and said, “Colleen needs this, this, this, and this” and Dave said “Okay, but we 

need to set a budget though.” And, so basically Gary and I found all of the things I 

needed for my room… 

 In sum, distribution of leadership relied on support and development because teachers 

had taken the initiative not just in the tasks or roles they were committed to, but in supporting 

one another and finding opportunities to grow and develop. The school benefitted from an 

administration and teaching staff who found value in supporting one another and nurturing their 

own professional development.  

 Motivation. Teachers discussed their motivation within the context of making use of 

distributed leadership mainly in terms of their own drive or passion. Monica was motivated by 

the opportunities available to students at the school and was interested in taking an active part in 

many activities and programs. She was aware of the gaps at the school, which in turn also 

motivated her to advocate and support all students. As Monica stated: 

I feel as though I am fairly involved. I like to be involved. I support athletics through our 

school board actually, and planning, coordinating lots of our tournaments. So, there is a 

committee of us that work with one of our other principals in our school board, so I take 

on that role. And then I am the representative of our school, so I’m just in charge of 
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helping coordinate, making sure we have coaches and those types of things, and events, 

Christmas concerts those types of things. I try to take an active role in that as well and I 

like to think that I just kind of keep an ear to the ground and I can recognize maybe 

where gaps are in our school and try to advocate for our students… 

 Simone’s motivation was a result of her and Catherine’s self-directed Art Program that 

saw students taking on some of the traditional leadership aspects that were often a responsibility 

of the teacher. Her motivation was witnessing students stepping out of their comfort zones with 

great success, and it showed during the interview in the excitement she expressed explaining this 

situation. As Simone recalled: 

When passion is behind it, there’s no better way to learn something, or teach something, 

and you just get excited. So, this child came up and said they would like to try this, so 

this, again a very quiet child, I didn’t expect it, so I got really excited. I was like, “Yeah! 

Let’s go for it and try it!” right? And see what you have to offer. 

 Colleen’s motivation was in social justice issues, the community at large and her 

students. She was also driven to help others around her and teach her students how they could do 

good in the world. As Colleen described: 

I guess the best way to answer that is my goal here at the school has always been social 

justice initiatives. So, anything that’s going on in the community, anything that’s going 

on globally, anything that’s going on in our school community, if I know something that 

needs support, or that needs attention brought to it, then that is sort of where I come in 

and I guess that’s my greatest strength leadership-wise for that is I can start the ball 

rolling. And then, our community is just phenomenal for jumping on the band-wagon… 
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 In sum, the participants’ passion was the main motivator to make use of distributed 

leadership opportunities. Monica, Simone, and Colleen were driven to better develop their 

instructional practice, they saw the benefit to actively seeking out chances to collaborate with 

one another, and they also worked hard to create better opportunities for their students. Overall, 

the factors that had motivated these participants became a driving force to pursue more 

opportunities in distributed leadership.  

 Challenges. The participants shared the challenges with the distribution of leadership at 

WCES. These challenges included lack of buy-in to the model, a negative sense of nostalgia or 

favouring the old way of doing things, personality clashes, issues stemming from popular forms 

of leadership coming into the school and making sure an individual’s strengths and skills were 

used efficiently and effectively. It was up to the staff to address these issues with one another, 

find solutions, and then implement them. Monica seemed to focus on a perceived lack of buy-in 

with some of her colleagues with regard to change and working with one another: 

I think you can definitely have people who are not buying in to what’s going on in 

education now, who don’t want to collaborate, who don’t want leadership opportunities. 

They just want to stay in their four walls and do their own thing. Absolutely, I don’t 

think, we are exempt from that here in our school, I think we are fortunate to have a 

really good pocket of staff who do see the benefit of that and really try to, involve 

themselves in those opportunities, but I’m not saying that we’re perfect, I think there are 

[also] a lot of things I’ve got my blinders up for, [and] I think that’s anywhere though. 

 Anne echoed this sentiment but also mentioned a challenge at the school regarding 

teachers who took on leadership opportunities but were also actually pursuing their own goals. 

She explained: 
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It’s a matter of what teachers are open to as well because there are teachers who are very 

old school, [who] just want to be in their classrooms and not do the extras. [Then] there 

are those teachers who want future careers as principals.…I’m neither of those. 

 Similarly, Ken expressed a cautious view of the leadership styles that were becoming 

more and more popular in schools at the time. He did not seem afraid to be direct or play the 

devil’s advocate when speaking. In one instance, he discussed how he felt about leadership today 

as opposed to how it was when he first began teaching: 

There are some nice things about it. You feel more valued in the sense of leadership like 

you can go and do what you want to do, but there’s also that disconnect that before you 

were kind of all together because this group held you in check…and you felt like you 

were all pushing that boulder up the one way. Whereas I think now…good [or] bad, you 

feel like there [are] multiple boulders going up that hill and maybe not everyone is behind 

the same boulders and it’s a change. I’m not saying good or bad, I am just saying it’s [a] 

change. 

 Colleen was in the thick of things at WCES, learning how to teach grade four, as well as 

how to manage children with various learning and behavioural disabilities. Colleen had noted 

another challenge in how leadership was distributed, regarding the need to make sure that the 

strengths and skills of staff members were appropriately placed or used. As Colleen described:   

It’s not forced on anyone, any of the volunteering, any of the projects, nothing is forced. 

It’s “This is what we need, who can do it?” And, then whoever has that skill set, will join 

in.…I get it for some parts, especially for the intermediate sports, the basketball, the 

soccer, the volleyball, it’s gotten so competitive that you really don’t want to have a 

coach in there that doesn’t feel comfortable with the sport. So, in those respects it really 
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limits who can actually do those opportunities, because if you don’t know what you’re 

doing, you’ll have the court wiped. 

 In regard to the distribution of leadership at WCES, the challenges participants saw were 

either structural or individual in nature. They spoke of other teachers not buying-in, as well as 

favouring the old ways of doing things at the school and resisting the change involved with what 

was new and improved in education. As well, some concerns were expressed regarding the 

methods used to make sure that individuals’ skills and strengths were matched to situations that 

required their expertise.  

 In-groups and out-groups. The in and out-group sentiments appeared amongst the 

teachers’ discussions as well, with both positive and negative aspects noted. Monica believed 

that school staff were very well rounded and took on leadership opportunities without 

administrator involvement. However, certain opportunities came up only because particular 

people took initiative: 

 We have a teacher who is fantastic in terms of community outreach and she has 

relationships with our [sisters convent], and she works with them directly and then she 

brings opportunities into the school and plans events for the school. We have the director 

for our musicals, like he’ll co-ordinate and he’ll be the one to bring people on board and 

kind of figure out the plan for things without administrative involvement.  

 Other teachers spoke of the freedom they had to pick activities. Ken felt that anyone 

could volunteer for or lead a project. They also mentioned task delegation, in which case Dave 

and Catherine would come forward to ask specific staff about taking on an activity that needed 

more involvement. Ken explained: 
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If a staff meeting is coming up and it works for talking about something, we would use 

that. Sometimes, it would just be a stop into the principal’s office and asking about 

something. It also could be just a discussion in a staff room where a bunch of people 

come up with “we should think about doing this” or, sometimes it’s just people coming 

together too, I mean sometimes we can just do, let’s say the Eco Club, one person might 

say you know “I’m going to lead it, but I need others.” People will come together and 

find opportunities to discuss what we should do even though the person is the head, but 

they’ve kind of taken lots of information from multiple [people]. 

 In some cases, participants spoke about certain teachers being in the same position for 

many years. Monica, described certain committees, the community outreach program for 

example, as being run by someone who had been there for quite some time, at least long enough 

to build relationships outside of the school and gain a reputation for leading it effectively. 

Colleen admitted that a certain group of teachers were responsible for doing most of the 

activities and projects in the school:  

This is going to sound awful, but basically, it’s the same people that do everything. 

 Yeah, it’s the same group of people that generally take on the big tasks. Every once in a 

while, you’ll have a couple of different people that might step-up to the plate, but it’s 

usually just a sign-up sheet. It’s a ‘We need someone to do this’ and a lot of the time it’s 

the same staff that are taking on those roles. Part of it might be that they’ve just been 

doing it for so long, like myself - it’s no longer even a question for Terry Fox that nobody 

puts their name down it’s just me - but I don’t mind that because it is my baby. I’d 

probably feel like my toes were feeling stepped on if someone tried to take that from me. 

Colleen’s admission that a core group of teachers habitually took on the more prominent tasks, 
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suggested that this could be because certain activities have become synonymous with the teacher 

that had run it for so long.  

 It is important to note that responses about potential for in and out-groups came up in the 

question about task delegation. Participants were asked about how tasks were delegated, or if 

Dave and Catherine had retained many of the leadership opportunities for themselves. During the 

analysis it was these questions that seemed to have triggered participants to acknowledge the 

existence of a system of seniority or an in-group at WCES.  

Perceived Relationship Between Distributed Leadership and the School’s Culture 

Responses to this research question entailed participants’ thoughts about the relationship 

between distributed leadership and the school’s culture. Analysis is presented below in two 

sections, by administrative staff and by teacher staff.  

Administrative staff perceptions. Dave and Catherine hoped that by eliminating some 

of the traditional leadership structures around their positions as principal and vice-principal, they 

would be able to further benefit the staff and students at their school. They believed their model 

for distributing leadership had developed an important relationship with the school’s culture by 

creating opportunities for teachers to get involved in the leadership process and to collaborate 

with one another.   

 Dave explained that he was not there to impose rules, but instead worked hard to be open 

and honest with his staff. With teachers taking on more leadership opportunities, Dave and 

Catherine were freer to accomplish other aspects of their job. At their core, Dave and Catherine 

wanted not only to be very supportive and open administrators, but also to create a positive 

climate with plenty of opportunities for anyone seeking them. Dave explained:  
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All those things contribute to a positive climate to the school. I think the more you can 

offer, the more variety you can offer then the better it is for everybody. [As] I had 

mentioned before, we are blessed with an active school council and we could not 

facilitate curricular things without the manpower and volunteer hours they provide. 

 Dave felt that collaboration in the school had an important impact on the relationship 

between distributed leadership and school culture. He compared his first years of teaching to 

how it was today. According to Dave: 

Sure, it probably has increased collaboration I would say. Just because everybody is 

talking all the time, and collaboration now, it’s really an expectation, probably I’d say at 

any school. That’s not unique to us at all. When I first started to teach, certainly 

classrooms were more siloed. It was more of an expectation you could run your ship, do 

your thing and not bother others so much. That really has changed significantly twenty 

years on, [and] in that classroom teachers collaborate, share, plan together, unit plan 

together regularly, and it’s an expectation that they do so [now].  

 For Catherine, being fairly new to this school, it was important to make sure that every 

staff member knew their value, and that students respected each other and the adults working at 

the school helped with the feel of the place. Catherine, when asked the same question, spoke of 

the responsibility leadership bore in ensuring that the school had a culture where everyone was 

treated with respect. As she stated:  

I think there’s a lot of respect. We talked a lot about teachers, but I think its greater than 

just the teachers. I think that everyone has a leadership role to play no matter what your 

role is within the school, whether it be custodian or secretary, principal, or a teacher and I 
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think students see that and see everyone, you, every adult as deserving of respect, 

regardless of what their position is within the school.  

Overall, Dave and Catherine perceived their model of distributed leadership as having a positive 

relationship to school culture and vice versa. It succeeded by utilizing the leadership skills of 

staff and students, as well as encouraging collaboration amongst all parties. Additionally, 

distributed leadership at WCES helped to foster a positive school culture that embraced the 

support, collaboration, and professional development of its staff. 

 Teaching staff perceptions.  When describing the relationship between distributed 

leadership and the school’s culture, three participants, Monica, Ken and Colleen, discussed how 

well the school recognized the importance of everyone’s strengths and skills. From the findings, 

it was apparent that many participants were, for the most part, quite positive about the culture at 

WCES. According to Monica, one positive feature was the freedom that teachers had when 

choosing leadership opportunities. She understood that an individual’s unique experiences 

provided a benefit of knowledge and strengths to the school, its staff and students. As Monica 

stated:  

I think that we can all shine in a different way, gosh that sounds cheesy but, the person 

who is really strong in the arts is the person who might plan to bring in the artists to do a 

water colour day, and the person who is really passionate about indigenous people, plan 

for Metis people to come in and do Jigging with the kids, and the person who is really 

passionate about our faith is the person who, has an initiative at lent where [you’re] 

collecting something for a community partner. So, we can play to our strengths and I 

think those strengths shine in a way that maybe would not necessarily happen if school 

initiatives were always dictated by an administrative team… 
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 Colleen noted that school culture was conducive to working and collaborating with other 

staff to provide opportunities for students to contribute to their learning and grow. As a result of 

her role with social justice and community outreach programs, a lot of her energy went to 

providing students with opportunities to do good in the world. Colleen was aware that students, 

as well as teachers, needed to know they were not alone, and that a negative school culture 

affected everyone. As Colleen explained: 

Well, I think…there has been a lot of change this year. So, a lot of teachers were moved 

around divisions. So, I can only speak to past years I guess, as opposed to this year, I 

think this year everyone’s just sort of getting their feet wet and are trying to learn the 

ropes as they go. But, in previous years it was nice to know that you’ve been trusted and 

that you do get to do your own thing in the classroom…[If] there is some sort of 

[systemic] issue, how are we going to attack it, I mean in a positive way, and just the 

leadership opportunities that the kids get, they need to know that they have a voice. They 

need to know they are valuable in our community that we’re going to do whatever we can 

to support them and help them, and if we can work together as a team to make that 

happen, then its better all-around for the kids. 

 Ken viewed culture through a nostalgic lens. He reflected on how the past teaching 

environment was very different from the present. He was concerned that perhaps as a result of 

how different things were today, educators were losing some degree of their comfortable 

conformity, even if that consistency may not have been as positive or healthy for the group. As 

Ken argued: 

I don’t think there were so many divisions before? I think you had your core group of 

people who used to push the agenda, and they were very strong-minded people. So, 
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everybody was sort of very together. Not saying they were together because they wanted 

to be, but they were together because it was sort of expected. So, the dynamics of the 

group was weird tight because there was no other way to do it, so you felt almost like a 

team? Or, like a pack animal type thing, right? Whereas now I think there’s more division 

because you have lots of individual leadership which isn’t being consolidated. 

 Overall, almost all the teachers that had been interviewed had a positive impression of the 

school’s culture at the time, and felt it benefitted from its relationship with distributed leadership. 

They mentioned that it was conducive to teamwork, trust, and freedom to engage in activities 

one was passionate about. Ken on the other hand, showed cautious optimism during the 

interview and seemed to miss the sense of order and structure that came with the old way of 

doing things.  

Chapter Summary 

In sum, administrators felt that they had succeed in fostering an environment where the 

relationship between distributed leadership and school culture was not just one of coexistence, 

but where they worked together to benefit each other. Administrators appreciated the teachers 

who sought more roles and responsibilities. This allowed them the opportunity to further support 

and guide their staff. From the perspective of the teacher’s, distributed leadership was a positive 

approach that has given them leadership opportunities, as well as chances to collaborate and 

learn. Administration and teaching staff both perceived their model of distributed leadership as 

being effective and having a positive impact on school culture by providing leadership 

opportunities to staff and students and fostering an environment of collaboration where everyone 

felt appreciated and respected. They felt that the culture that was maintained and able to grow at 

WCES, was one of support and collaboration between staff members.  
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Chapter Five 

Discussion, Implications, and Conclusions 

This chapter provides an overview of the study, including the purpose, research 

questions, research design, data collection and analysis. The findings for each of the three 

research questions are summarized and discussed in relation to the extant literature. Implications 

for theory, practice, and further research conclude this chapter. 

Overview of the Study 

In order to situate the discussion of findings, I provide an overview of the study’s 

purpose, research design, and data collection and analysis procedures.  

Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of a school’s administrative and 

teaching staff regarding the extent to which leadership had been distributed, as well as the 

perceived relationship between distributed leadership and their school’s culture. This study was 

guided by the following research questions: 

1. In what ways has leadership been distributed in the schools as perceived by the school 

administration? 

2. In what ways has leadership been distributed in the school as perceived by the 

teaching staff?  

3. According to the administrative and teaching staff, what is the perceived relationship 

between distributed leadership and the school’s culture? 

Research Design 

A qualitative approach was chosen to conduct this research. The qualitative methodology 

offered an in-depth, practical, and contextualized method of analyzing the data. In line with the 
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qualitative research design, case study method allowed for a greater view into the school’s 

environment, the issues that were present, and examination of the roles of the participants.  

Data Collection and Analysis 

 The data for this study were collected through January and February of 2019. In-depth, 

semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions were used with seven participants: two 

administrators and five teachers. Each interview was audio recorded and later transcribed by the 

researcher. After the interviews and transcriptions were completed, NVivo software was used for 

coding the data with the combination of etic and emic approaches. Data were analyzed through 

six themes, five of which were etic (existing) and the one was emic (emergent). 

Discussion 

The following discussion highlights the convergences and divergences between the data 

and the literature related to how the administrative and teaching staff at Weston Catholic 

Elementary School perceived the distribution of leadership and its relationship to the school’s 

culture.   

Leadership Distribution in School as Perceived by the Administrative Staff  

As Liu (2020) explained, distributed leadership develops differently wherever it is found, 

as studies seem to suggest that there are so many factors responsible for its implementation and 

eventual result. According to the school administrators, organizational structures were important 

to the function of distributed leadership at WCES. Two key aspects were instrumental in this 

regard: the principal’s model by which leadership was distributed and the vice-principal’s 

emphasis on the importance on valuing an individual’s strengths and skills. The model aimed at 

flattening the ‘top-down’ approach, making practice more central (Spillane, 2006; Harris & 

Spillane, 2008) and adding more leaders to the various activities or projects that had been 
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provided. The vice-principal’s leadership style instead focused providing opportunities to others 

to help out with various school’s functions according to the individual’s strengths and talents. 

Just as Timperley (2005) had suggested that the emphasis on distributed leadership should not be 

placed squarely on the distributing of that leadership, school administrators understood that 

distributed leadership at their school involved a lot more than just meeting with each other and 

collaborating on various projects and activities. While the intention of administrators to flatten 

the leadership hierarchy and empower teachers seems to have worked, their leadership could still 

be misconstrued as centralized (Patterson et al., 2020). Teachers enjoyed more independence and 

freedom; however, they still had to check-in, ask to do things, and get permission to pursue their 

own initiatives. 

 Collaboration played an important role for distribution of leadership and played a vital 

role in the day-to-day functions of the school. The administrators relied on collaborating with 

one another and would do so as often as possible throughout the day on various tasks and 

planning. Besides collaborating with one another, they also worked closely with many of their 

own staff. For Dave and Catherine, teachers in this so-called in-group (Northouse, 2016), 

constituted a pool of experienced, loyal, and trustworthy teachers that were more than willing 

and capable of staying on some of the schools more prominent committees, projects, or events. 

In addition, a collaboration-focused project with another, newly built school in the area occurred 

during the time of interviews. The second element of distributed leadership –practice generated 

by interaction and the situation (Spillane, 2006) – was very much a factor in this school as 

administrators often collaborated with staff when it came to either checking in or offering 

support with their projects and initiatives. The collaboration-focused think tank was one example 

where admin began a project and let those teachers who were interested in it take the reins. The 
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emphasis of this initiative was on interaction and collaboration with each other (Spillane & 

Diamond, 2007).  

 The school administrators also encouraged the support and development aspect of 

distributed leadership. Originally, distributed leadership was designed to share and streamline 

leadership by offering teachers leadership opportunities, as well as support in the form of 

materials, resources, and chances to collaborate. There was also a focus on professional 

development with PLC’s and other staff meetings (Spillane & Diamond, 2007). Support and 

development also meant an effort to micromanage less, and for administration this was 

important, as it allowed them time to focus on other bureaucratic responsibilities, as well as offer 

help and guidance to other staff. The last characteristic of distributed leadership (Spillane, 2006), 

where the situation both defines and is defined by practice, had merit with this theme, as two 

aspects, routines and tools, shaped and provided structure to how leadership practice developed 

at WCES.  

 Motivation was an important aspect to distributed leadership functioning effectively. 

Administrators understood that the environment had to be conducive to motivating teachers to 

participate. Additionally, motivation also hinged on an environment that fostered respect and 

trust (Day, 2009). Originally, distributed leadership began as a way for the principal to run the 

school effectively. With so many bureaucratic responsibilities, it made more sense to literally 

distribute leadership tasks amongst the teachers. Even when a vice-principal had been assigned, 

the forms of distributed leadership that had developed proved to be too successful to halt the 

initiative. Many leaders contributing to the various activities and core functions of the school 

helped take the load off of the administrators, providing them with opportunities to place their 

focus elsewhere (Harris & Spillane, 2008). Lumby (2013) warned that distributed leadership was 
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just another tool for administrators and leaders everywhere to dump more work on teachers. She 

suggested a motivator for distributed leadership was to spread and ‘empower’ leadership 

responsibilities and activities to volunteers, providing an opportunity for administrators to have 

less work, while teachers were given even more to do. While the spreading and empowering of 

leadership are both positive things that work to benefit staff and the school as a whole, some 

teachers may misconstrue these intentions and believe in the latter. Rather than working to 

become a part of the leadership process, other parties could think they were just being given 

more work to do on top of their already busy schedules. However, findings suggest that school 

administrators maintained the distributed process of leadership at WCES to have more time to do 

other responsibilities, lessen the amount of monitoring and check-ins that would have otherwise 

been necessary without the distributed leadership framework, and lastly provide more support 

and guidance for their staff should they need it. Dave and Catherine even emphasized that 

distributed leadership to them was a way to micromanage less, and instead have opportunity to 

assist others.  

 As in any organization, and with any form of leadership, the administrators realized that 

there would always be challenges to its effectiveness and overall success. For them, these 

challenges involved keeping staff motivated to continue buying-in to distributed leadership, 

keeping an eye out for staff who may become overwhelmed, and of course, ensuring staff were 

working well with each other. Harris and Spillane (2008) identified limitations to distributed 

leadership. While the motivations of staff can have a multitude of factors influencing it, school 

administrators had to be very clear about how they wanted distributed leadership to exist and 

function. The expectations that Dave and Catherine set provided teachers with guidance 

regarding how leadership would function at the school (Spillane, 2006). Finally, another 
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challenge was how the staff interacted in the school environment. The findings suggested that 

conflict was low, and the culture and environment at WCES positive and inclusive, however, 

Harris (2014) had stated that there are people with manipulative and toxic skills who wish to take 

for granted their positions of leadership. Thankfully, this did not seem the case at WCES, for 

administrators had set the tone well for the other staff. However, there seemed to exist an out-

group (Northouse, 2016) in school, that consisted of teachers who wished to take on various 

projects but may not have gotten the chance to do so due to in-group teachers being selected for 

those opportunities. 

Leadership Distribution in the School as Perceived by the Teaching Staff 

 Teachers perceived distributed leadership in three important ways. The first entailed a 

sign-up sheet and the freedom to volunteer and choose whatever activity, committee or role they 

wished. Secondly, should there have been a task or project that suffered from a lack of interest, 

Dave and Catherine would intervene to seek out staff who were willing to take it on. Lastly, 

teachers had the freedom and ability to create their own project, committee or event, and once 

given the permission from administrators, other teachers were often excited to join. The 

confusion around delegation of leadership was limited by the options available to them, and the 

guidance from administrators (Storey, 2004). There were other things teachers perceived as 

distributed leadership at their school. Some teachers, for example, saw staff meetings as an 

important way for distributed leadership to function, as everyone got together to plan and create 

goals and agendas. Others thought organizational structures in distributed leadership were a 

balancing act between a teacher’s own creativity and initiative, and the administrator’s role in 

monitoring and supporting the staff and other functions at the school. The flattening of the 

hierarchical leadership and introducing more formal and informal leaders occurred based on 
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what the situation needed (Harris, 2014). This lessening of the ‘top-down’ approach to leadership 

had occurred at the school with the effort to encourage teacher freedoms and increase 

collaboration (DeFlaminis, Abdul-Jabbar, & Yoak, 2016); however, this trend could be very 

difficult to break away from because of traditional norms or habits embedded in the school and 

its culture.  

 Teacher participants saw collaboration as communication, finding opportunities to learn, 

and helping each other out. One example of this at WCES, was teachers helping each other learn 

the basics after being given a new division to teach. Additionally, special education took on an 

important role here, as many other teachers found themselves having to collaborate with the 

spec. ed teacher in order to address the issues in their own classrooms. By collaborating with 

each other, including other schools and the school board, distributed leadership then became 

about the creation of groups, and teams possessing skills, knowledge, and potential (Harris, 

2014). Findings seem to suggest that teachers did not feel as if what they were volunteering for 

what was downloaded administrative work. Participants noticed a balance between having had 

the freedom to volunteer for, or create their own activity, versus administrators becoming 

involved and appointing teachers to volunteer. This finding contrasts suggestions by Patterson et 

al. (2020) that distributed leadership was just another way for leadership to become more 

centralized; when the espoused intent is to flatten the ‘top-down’ style of leadership, when in 

reality it is an excuse to micromanage and control more. Many of the participants expressed a 

sense of freedom, and while they had to ask to do certain things, this interaction seemed to be 

more important when it came to any funding regarding their project or activity.  

 Distributed leadership, as it existed at WCES, relied on the support and development 

found within, and provided by in-school administrators, the school board, and other colleagues. 
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Teachers, such as Monica, accepted every opportunity to learn and grow, not just for herself and 

the school, but for her students as well. Another teacher, Colleen, had a special education 

representative from the board helping her assess and list what she needed for her classroom. 

Distributed leadership in the context of support and development, created various situations 

which both informal and formal leaders had to address, by encouraging interaction and bringing 

the focus onto leadership practice (Spillane, 2006). DeFlaminis et al. (2016) explained that 

distributed leadership helped build leadership capacity by involving all the staff and requiring a 

lot of interaction and collaboration with each other. This was a factor within the various teams or 

groups that developed when staff worked on educational instruction or one of the various 

projects and activities together.   

 Many of the participants were driven by their desire to provide students with as many 

opportunities as possible. Volunteering for events, activities or other projects was a way to help 

their students academically or provide them with extra-curriculars. This included giving students 

opportunities to reach out and help their own community, or somewhere else in the world that 

needed it most. Motivation can be influenced by a lot of different factors. These participants 

seemed quite passionate when it came to helping the school and their students. For distributed 

leadership to begin, there had to have been a renewal in motivation, which started by 

encouraging a teacher’s independence, and providing opportunities for them to volunteer for 

projects, activities and other tasks, (Leithwood et al., 2007). WCES had to have the right 

conditions, or environment, for motivation in distributed leadership to take root. Increased 

freedoms and independence including the choice to volunteer for additional tasks and projects 

(DeFlaminis et al., 2016), have potentially contributed in this regard. By choosing to volunteer, 

teachers also had the opportunity to learn and do more.  
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 With regard to distributed leadership, participants perceived the challenges as either 

pertaining to the various systems within the school or having to do with an individual and their 

personality. While some participants spoke of not getting along with certain colleagues, the 

issues seemed to be more about individuals who did not want to buy-in to what was going on at 

the school or collaborate with others, as Monica had suggested. Additionally, Ken seemed 

suspicious of distributed leadership and remained cautious. He favoured a nostalgic lens, and 

often hinted at his missing the past, where it seemed to him to be more ordered and disciplined. 

Luckily, this nostalgia was not present with many of the other participants as far as I could tell, 

nor did it have the negative effect on the school as Harris (2014) had warned was possible. 

However, there was some indication by teachers of an in-group existence in school (Northouse, 

2016). Colleen specifically acknowledged that there was a core group of teachers that did many 

of the larger projects. 

Perceived relationship between Distributed Leadership and the School’s Culture 

School administrators perceived that their model of distributed leadership encouraged a 

positive and constructive tone for the school’s culture and worked very hard with staff to 

maintain this identity (Deal & Peterson, 2016). Catherine valued relationships built on respect 

and trust, and even though she had only been there for a short while, she felt they were important 

and would produce long-term benefits by improving behaviour and self-esteem among the staff 

(Schein, 2010). The influence of this on the school’s success could be considered as an important 

indicator of the relationship between distributed leadership and the school’s culture. The process 

by which leadership had been distributed amongst staff was a tremendous factor in its continued 

development, increased focus on collaboration, instructional improvement, student advocacy, 

and the further enrichment of their school culture (Patterson et al., 2020). 
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The teacher participants perceived a positive relationship between distributed leadership 

and the school’s culture. As Monica noted, people who held different views, experiences, 

strengths, and skills were often a benefit to the school, its students, and over time their culture 

(Stringer, 2002). Ken was the outlier and harkened back to the days where teams were sort of 

forced or expected to work together, which eliminated, in his eyes, a lot of division amongst 

teachers whether or not the results were necessarily positive or non-toxic. Distributed leadership 

and its relationship with school culture could also be negatively affected by nostalgia, if there is 

an environment and culture that turned toxic, thus becoming an obstacle to any progress (Deal & 

Peterson, 2016; Harris, 2014). While looking to the past could create a toxic environment and 

slow down progress, as Harris (2014) stated, this had not been the case at WCES, whereas every 

participant volunteered to do their part and offered to collaborate with each other whenever 

possible. An issue that could also have a negative effect on culture could be related to personality 

clashes that tended to occur when working with individuals that share different views and 

opinions. These personality conflicts, however, were not necessarily a common problem, and 

even though some participants admitted to clashing with other staff members. 

Overall, the data analysis points to a positive and beneficial relationship between 

distributed leadership and the school’s culture. There had to be as Leithwood et al. (2007) stated, 

‘a motivational shift’ for distributed leadership to work, and this seems to be what transpired at 

WCES. By creating the distributed leadership model, teachers were provided with a variety of 

leadership opportunities, which in time, seemed to blossom into more important leadership roles, 

such as helping with certain administrative functions at the behest of Dave and Catherine. This 

inevitably became a factor in the existence of in and out groups (Northouse, 2016); however, 

they seem to be based on both a level of seniority and activeness. With so many other activities 
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available for staff to help out or take charge of, the serious negative effects that could have 

occurred were mitigated. Additionally, there was also the ability for teachers to come up with 

their own initiatives, with the level of projects and events open to staff’s imagination.  

 The positive relationship that developed between distributed leadership and the culture at 

the school was affected by, and had an effect on, a strong mentality about supporting and 

providing each other with the chance to develop professionally, as well as an enormous push to 

collaborate with each other. As a result, any opportunity to learn and develop would, in turn, help 

the students. Teachers also sought to support one another, as in the case of teachers who changed 

divisions working with one another to learn the basics of their new grade. Collaboration became 

a significant factor due in part to the school board’s focus on the subject at the time. This 

prompted a collaboration-focused project outside of the school walls, for which many staff 

members were very excited to join up and investigate. As all staff sought opportunities to help 

each other, learn and develop and collaborate, it seems to also help them get closer to one 

another and create skills and make connections that in turn made distributed leadership function 

more effectively and successfully; this, in turn, improved the school’s culture. Another factor in 

the relationship between distributed leadership and its relationship with school culture was the 

level of trust and respect that existed between the administrative staff and the teachers. The vice-

principal found this to be important to leadership and the school’s culture and continued to 

encourage these values at the school. I also found that there was a high level of trust and respect 

between the participants. Administrators’ efforts to empower teachers and support their freedom 

and independence had a hand in the overall effectiveness of distributed leadership at WCES. 

Finally, the respect and trust shared by staff certainly helped to improve and maintain a positive 

school culture, which in turn helped to make distributed leadership a successful venture.   
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Limitations of the Study 

 As with any research project there are certain limitations that can be found, such as self-

reporting biases. The format of the interviews was structured to allow for the necessary data to 

be acquired in a timely manner, and as such occurred as single instances that ranged from forty-

five minutes to one hour. Due to this format, it could be difficult to distinguish whether or not the 

participants where untruthful, intentionally misleading, or cooperating with other participants on 

their answers to the interview questions. Additionally, the participants’ responses were not 

validated against other studies. Finally, there were no incentives offered that would have been a 

factor in their responses, implying that the participants would have not have anything to gain for 

misrepresenting their true opinions.   

 Another limitation that could have been perceived were power dynamics as the principal 

had asked the other staff and teachers if they would like to volunteer for the study. This 

limitation is less likely, however, since the school maintained forty staff members at the time of 

data collection with only seven teachers choosing to participate. It could have also been possible 

that the principal, having implemented the forms of distributed leadership in the school, may 

have compelled the participants to sign up. However, as evidend from the results of the study, 

there were no indications which suggested these tactics were used. Additionally, some 

participants were found to have very little knowledge of distributed leadership, which would 

indicate that those participants who volunteered, did so of their own accord and not to the benefit 

of themselves or the school. Overall, while there were limitations, they were minimized as much 

as possible. This study provides the reader with a view into distributed leadership and its 

relationship with school culture at one particular school. 
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Implications for Practice 

 This research revealed a variety of themes identified by administrators and teachers, 

related to factors instrumental for effective implementation of distributed leadership in schools. 

For distributed leadership to be implemented effectively, readers and leaders should look to 

ensure that the culture of their school was both positive and healthy. At WCES a relationship did 

indeed develop between distributed leadership and the school’s culture, but before its 

implementation there had to be effective leadership and a strong school culture present. There 

was a heavy focus on collaboration and motivation (the act of buying-in) that was both a product 

of, and a result of implementing distributed leadership and the relationship between it and the 

school’s culture.  

Implications for Future Research 

The data from this research study reinforced many of the personal assumptions related to 

the effective distributed leadership practices, including the need for supportive organizational 

structures; significance of teacher empowerment; importance of collaboration and; centrality of 

trust. Nevertheless, several findings that arose within this study require further exploration. 

Future studies could potentially explore the distribution of leadership from a longitudinal 

perspective, studying its impact on the school culture over a longer period of time. Further 

examination could be done on the effect in and out groups has on distributed leadership in 

schools, as this study found both positive and negative implications. How could schools balance 

these effects if they wished, or would the positive effects from these groupings be worth it in the 

long-term? Finally, more studies on the relationship between distributed leadership and culture 

could explore teachers understanding of distributed leadership, as well as how it could affect the 

participation in this leadership framework.  
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Concluding Comments: My Research Journey 

 It has been an amazing feeling to know that I had finally reached the finishing line in my 

research journey. The journey itself had not been an easy one, and I say with complete honesty 

that this graduate program was incredibly challenging. I had learned a lot about myself during 

this process and grew to understand that I still have some work to do when it comes to 

organization and motivation. In the interest of keeping with my positive persona, I have 

improved quite a bit in these and many other skills. 

  This entire journey started on the picnic tables of Driftwood Provincial Park, just before 

I arrived at Queen’s University to take part in their new sixteen-month Bachelor of Education 

program. At the time, there were four of us tasked to make important decisions or implement the 

direction of the administrators at the main office. As we were an hour away from our 

administrative staff, we had to be pretty self-sufficient, and a huge focus was placed on 

collaboration and communication. When I began my Master’s of Education, I was influenced by 

that leadership role and what I observed and took part in; hence, I wanted to explore those 

notions through an educational lens.  

  Learning about distributed leadership had certainly been a roller coaster ride of emotions 

and a definite flexing of those intellectual muscles, but I have come to understand that this 

framework for leadership was not just a vast body of theories and practices that so many 

researchers had compiled over the decades. Distributed leadership can be found in so many other 

places and in a number of different ways. At Weston Catholic Elementary School, the staff 

worked hard to develop and maintain the forms of distributed leadership that had been 

implemented, which had become beneficial to the school, the students, and the greater 
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community. Through this experience, regardless of the challenges I have faced, I am eager and 

excited to bring what I have learned to my own future career in education. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Individual Interview Protocol - Administration   

Time of interview: 
 
Date: 
 
Place: 
 
Interviewee: 
 

1. How many years of experience do you have as an administrative leader? 
 

2. Describe the demographics of your school. ** 
 

3. How is leadership distributed among the leaders in your school? 
- Who is delegated to distribute tasks to the others? 
- How has this distribution of leadership to others affected your role in the school? 
- How do you feel about sharing and distributing leadership with other formal and 

informal leaders? 
- Could you provide me with specific examples of the different tasks and roles another 

leader or informal leader may do? 
 

4. What system or practice is in place to ensure that leadership can be distributed amongst 
the other staff? 
- How are these formal and informal leaders supported? 
- What is being done to promote more collaboration amongst leaders? 
- How are your leaders being motivated? 
- Could you tell me how your leaders work with one another? 

 
5. How has school culture been impacted by this distribution of leadership? 

- How has the collaboration between formal leaders and informal leaders affected the 
culture of the school between staff? How about between students? 

- Has this perceived impact improved student behavior and success?  
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Appendix B: Individual Interview Protocol - Teachers   

 
Time of interview: 
 
Date: 
 
Place: 
 
Interviewee: 
 
 

1. What is your role at the school?  
- What subjects do you teach? 
- How many years of experience do you have teaching? 

 
2. Can you explain how involved in the leadership process are you? 

- From the point of view of a teacher, describe how the distribution of leadership 
occurred?  

- What kind of opportunities are teachers experiencing with the new opportunities in 
leadership responsibilities? 

- Can you describe to me how are tasks delegated to one another? 
- Are leadership opportunities always held by administrative staff, or are these 

opportunities given to those that may have experience or potential with the particular 
situation or task? 

 
3. Teacher’s are on the frontlines of educational change, and have the ability to often see it 

in their very classrooms. Explain how distributed leadership has changed the leadership 
landscape in the school? 
- How do you think distributed leadership has affected the students in the school? 
- What are some ways you and your colleagues are collaborating more? 
- Can you describe some improvements that are a product of this increase in 

collaboration? 
 

4. Describe to me how distributed leadership has impacted your school’s culture? 
- Are staff more concerned with leadership opportunities, or do you see greater focus 

on collaboration, professional development, and student success? 
- Do you think students have noticed any changes in the school when it comes to 

leadership, education, and their own success? 
- Can you describe how you think students might have been impacted by the 

distribution of leadership in the school? 
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Appendix C: GREB Ethics Clearance Form 
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Appendix D: Recruitment Scripts 

Hello [Superintendent’s name] 
 

My name is Michael Aquino, and I am a graduate at Queen’s University pursuing a 
Master’s of Education. I am passionate about education and have decided to focus on school 
leadership and school culture, specifically distributed forms of leadership and its potential impact 
on school culture. Distributed leadership is a format that is intended to move away from 
traditional leadership hierarchies, and instead focus on the situation, interactions, and practice of 
leadership between members for the betterment of the school. 
 
 To move forward in my research, I am asking for your permission to conduct research in 
your district, as well as help in finding schools that have deployed distributed forms of 
leadership. Research is incredibly important in the spread of ideas and implementation of new 
and exciting ventures. This academic endeavor needs everyone involved to be successful, so let 
me share with you my intentions in your school board should you allow me to conduct my 
research. 
 
I am looking to interview 4-8 participants for approximately an hour. The participants will 
include a variety of educators who play a role in the process of distributed leadership in their 
schools, including but not limited to principals, vice-principals, other administrative staff, and 
teachers. From the interviews I wish to gain their perceptions and experiences with distributed 
leadership as it is conducted in their school, and the potential impact it may have had on their 
school culture. I will use this data to create a guidebook for future researchers and practitioners 
who wish to have an idea of what distributed leadership looks like in a school. The data collected 
will be secured to the extent possible, participation is completely voluntary, and for those that do 
choose to participate their names will be given a pseudonym, which in turn will be kept separate 
from the rest of the data. Data will be secured using encrypted devices and any hard copies will 
be locked in a secure cabinet. I will attach a copy of my Letter of Informed Consent, as well as 
the questions I intend to ask the participants. 
 

I appreciate the time given to this matter, I know it must be busy for you. However, I 
would appreciate a response by the end of this work week at the latest. I am eager to await your 
response. If you have any questions, feel free to email me at 11mta5@queensu.ca. 
 
Regards, 
 
Michael T. Aquino 
B.AH, B.Ed, OCT 
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Hello [Principal’s Name] 
 
 My name is Michael Aquino, I am a graduate from Queen’s University pursuing a 
Master’s in Education. I have also completed my B.Ed, and I am an OCT member with 
aspirations to teach. I am passionate about education, and have chosen to focus on school 
leadership and school culture for my M.Ed, specifically distributed leadership and its potential 
impact on school culture. I am emailing to you to request permission to conduct research in your 
school, and I would very much appreciate the opportunity to talk to you and your staff. 
 

I have been in contact with the superintendent of your district and they have informed me 
that you and your staff use forms of distributed leadership in your school. I know this is a busy 
time of year, but I was curious if I could interview you and those staff that are involved in the 
distributed leadership process. 
 
 I am looking to interview 4-8 participants for approximately an hour. The participants 
will include a variety of educators who play a role in the process of distributed leadership in their 
schools, including but not limited to principals, vice-principals, other administrative staff, and 
teachers. From the interviews I wish to gain the perceptions and experiences of you and your 
staff when it comes to distributed leadership as it is conducted in your school, as well as the 
potential impact it may have had on your school’s culture. I will use this data to create a 
guidebook for future researchers and practitioners who wish to have an idea of what distributed 
leadership looks like in a school. The data collected will be secured to the extent possible, 
participation is completely voluntary, and for those of you that do choose to participate your 
names will be given a pseudonym, which in turn will be kept separate from the rest of the data. 
This data will be secured using encrypted devices and any hard copies will be locked in a secure 
cabinet. I will attach a copy of my Letter of Informed Consent.  
 
 This time of year is busy as students return to their classes, but I appreciate the time you 
took out of your schedule to read this email and contemplate my offer. If possible, I would like to 
hear back from you by the end of the work week at the latest. If you wish to contact me, please 
email 11mta5@queensu.ca.  
 
Regards, 
 
Michael T. Aquino 
B.AH, B.Ed, OCT 
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Hello [Potential Participant], 
 
 My name is Michael Aquino, I am a graduate at Queen’s University pursuing a M.Ed. I 
am passionate about education and have chosen to focus on school leadership and school culture 
for my research, specifically distributed forms of leadership and its potential impact on school 
culture. I have also received my B.Ed and will be looking forward to beginning my own journey 
into teaching world.  
 

This is where you come in! I am looking to interview 4-8 participants for approximately 
an hour. The participants will include a variety of educators who play a role in the process of 
distributed leadership in their schools, including but not limited to principals, vice-principals, 
other administrative staff, and teachers. From the interviews I wish to gain the perceptions and 
experiences of you and your fellow staff when it comes to distributed leadership as it is 
conducted in your school, as well as the potential impact it may have had on your school’s 
culture. I will use this data to create a guidebook for future researchers and practitioners who 
wish to have an idea of what distributed leadership looks like in a school. The data collected will 
be secured to the extent possible, participation is completely voluntary, and for those that do 
choose to participate your names will be given a pseudonym, which in turn will be kept separate 
from the rest of the data. This data will be secured using encrypted devices and any hard copies 
will be locked in a secure cabinet. I will attach a copy of my Letter of Informed Consent.  
 
 I understand that this is a very busy time of year as students return to your classes, and 
another school term begins. I just want to thank you for taking the time to read my email and 
consider your participation in my project. To ensure that everything is organized in time, I would 
appreciate a response by the end of the work week at the latest. If you have any concerns, please 
email me at 11mta5@queensu.ca.  
 
Regards, 
 
Michael T. Aquino 
B.AH, B.Ed, OCT 
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Appendix E: Letter of Information and Consent 

Study Title: Distributed leadership and its effect on school culture. 
 
Name of Researcher: Michael Aquino  
 
 My name is Michael Aquino and I am looking to interview educators such as principals, 
vice-principals, other administrative staff and teachers that take part in the process of distributed 
leadership in any form occurring in the school. Distributed leadership is a format that is intended 
to move away from traditional leadership hierarchies, and instead focus on the situation, 
interactions, and practice of leadership between members for the betterment of the school. After 
permission is given by the superintendent and the principal to reach out to potential participants, 
the principal will provide those staff involved in the distributed leadership process with a script 
and this LOI/C. If you choose to participate, please contact me directly.  You will be asked to 
attend a one-hour individual interview at a location of your choosing. The interview will be 
audio recorded and transcribed later. data collected from participants will help to create a 
snapshot of a school using, or undergoing the process, of distributed leadership and the impact 
this may have on the culture of the school. 
 
 The purpose of this project is to create a “guidebook” using the perceptions and 
experiences of educators that would allow others to look at distributed leadership and its impact. 
The aim of the book is to spark discussion between colleagues and peers, whether distributed 
leadership is found within their school or not, and think about its benefits, risks, or potential uses. 
As well, this guidebook will be used for scholarly reasons as I continue to do my Master’s, and 
of course, when the information is archived after 5 years, so that others may use it as they work 
on their own research. 
 

 There is no obligation to join in this study, you may choose to opt out at any time 
without fear of consequences prior to December 31st 2018. It should be of note that there is no 
consequence to opting out after the Dec 31st date. I will keep all information secure for a 
minimum of 5 years, after which all de-identified information will be turned over to Queen’s 
University, where it will be archived for future reference and research. The identifier file will be 
destroyed after it is no longer needed. Your confidentiality is important to me and will be 
protected to the extent possible by replacing your identity with a pseudonym for all data and in 
all publications. Take note that the only identifiers in the finished project will be the pseudonym 
and years of experience. Age, gender, and role within school will not be attached to your 
pseudonym. The code sheet, or identifier, that contains your name and assigned pseudonym will 
be kept separate from all other work and data. All data, including the identifier sheet, will be 
stored on encrypted devices and/or locked cabinets when I am not reviewing or analyzing it.  

 
Some of the questions included in the interview may make you uncomfortable or anxious 

as they ask staff to talk about their school, the systems in place, theirs and others roles in the 
school, as well as distributed leadership and school culture. There may be participants not used 
to delving into these systems or talking about the intricacies of each other’s roles in the school. 
Please know that you may choose not to answer my questions that make you uncomfortable, and 
you may end your participation and end withdraw your data at any point prior to December 31st 
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2018. In addition, there is a potential risk that in publications that result from this research you 
may be identified by your quotations. I may also include quotes in any presentation that pertains 
to this research. Any references to other staff will be omitted from the quotation. Be mindful of 
the examples you wish to provide, as well as those people who were a part of that situation as 
well. The intention of this project is to hear of your experiences with distributed leadership and 
its potential impact to school culture, it is not meant to cause any tension. Please know that I will 
send you a transcript of your interview and you may delete anything you do not want me to 
publish.  

 
 To reiterate, every participants name will have a pseudonym attached, as will those 
individuals or peers that are mentioned in examples or situations provided during the interviews. 
Quotations may be used by myself in presentations and in publications and it is important to 
realize that there may be a risk that a particular quote could be recognized by another colleague. 
All quotations will use the pseudonym attached to the original speaker. It is important to note 
that any mention of other staff will be omitted from the quote when used. I would suggest that 
when answering the questions, to be mindful of what situations and examples you wish to use. If 
at any point you wish to expand, edit, or delete something you said, I will provide you with a 
transcript and we can go over the changes together. All pseudonyms and identifiers will be kept 
on the identifier file and kept separate from all other data. 
 
 Prior to publication only I and my supervisor will have access to any of the data. 
Participation is completely voluntary, and participants can decline to participate in any aspect of 
the research. My supervisor is Benjamin Kutsyuruba, and he can be contacted via email at 
ben.kutsyuruba@queensu.ca.  
 

If you have any ethics concerns, please contact the General Research Ethics Board 
(GREB) at 1-844- 535-2988 (Toll free in North America) or chair.GREB@queensu.ca. 
 
 If you have any further questions involving the research, please contact me, Michael 
Aquino, at 11mta5@queensu.ca. 
 

This Letter of Information provides you with the details to help you make an informed 
choice. All your questions should be answered to your satisfaction before you decide whether or 
not to participate in this research study. Keep one copy of the Letter of Information for your 
records and return one copy to the researcher, Michael Aquino. By signing below, I am verifying 
that: I have read the Letter of Information and all of my questions have been answered.  
 
Name of Participant: ___________________________________  
Signature: ____________________________________________  
Date: ________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Thank you for your attention to these items. 
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Appendix F: Activity Sheet 

 

Weston Catholic Elementary School [pseudonym] In-School Representatives 2018-2019* 
 

Committee/Activity/Role Participants/Volunteers 
Social Committee  
School Council Rep.  
Special Events Choir  
Terry Fox  
School Improvement Team  
Safe Schools Team  
Yearbook  
Emergency Teacher Contact  
Athletic Association Rep.  
Hotel Dieu Art Gallery Rep.  
Eco Schools Team: 

- Recycling/Compost 
- Greening Schools 
- Stewardship 
- Curriculum 

 

Faith Life Liaison  
Remembrance Day  
Talent Show  
Aboriginal Education Rep.  
Peace Quest  
First Aid  
Anniversary Committee  

 
* All identifiers have been removed. The activities shown were from the activity/committee 
sheet provided to researcher by the principal as an example of leadership opportunities available 
to volunteer and participate.  
 

 

 


